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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the activities and the main results of the FZK hydrogen 
program in 1996. The goals of the program are to 
- develop verified numerical tools for the description of the main hydrogen 
related processes during severe PWR accidents, 
- investigate the full spectrum of hydrogen mitigation options including 
catalytic recombiners, spark igniters, co2 dilution, increased strength of 
local or global containment structures, 
- derive defence-in-depth solutions for the H2-problem in future and existing 
power plants, satisfying the specific regulatory, economic and licensing 
requirements. 
The results in 1996 for the following research fields are described 
- hydrogen production, 
- hydrogen distribution, 
- hydrogen combustion including code development, experiments and code 
verification, 
- deflagration-to-detonation transition, 
- missile generation, 
- hydrogen mitigation, 
- reactor applications, and 
- next generation program studies. 
These results will be used to reduce or eliminate the risk of early 
containment failure during severe accidents due to hydrogen combustion 
Ioads. 
Ergebnisse zum Wasserstoffverhalten und zu Gegenmaß-
nahmen bei schweren DWR-Unfällen (Jahresbericht 1996) 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Dieser Bericht beschreibt die wesentlichen Ergebnisse des FZK-
Wasserstoffprogramms das innerhalb des Projekts Nukleare Sicherheit (PSF) 
durchgeführt wird. Die Ziele des Arbeitsvorhabens sind: 
- die Entwicklung von verifizierten numerischen Programmen zur 
Beschreibung des Wasserstoffverhaltens bei schweren LWR-Unfällen, 
- die Untersuchung des gesamten Spektrums möglicher Gegenmaßnahmen, 
insbesondere von katalytischen Rekombinatoren, Funkenzündern, C02-
Verdünnung und verstärkte Strukturen, 
- die Erarbeitung von gestaffelten Sicherheitskonzepten zur Lösung des H2-
Problems in zukünftigen und bestehenden Reaktoranlagen. 




Wasserstoffverbrennung mit den Unterpunkten Programmentwicklung, 
Experimente und Programmverifikation 
Deflagrations-Detonations-Übergänge 
Geschoßbildung 
Wasserstoffgegenmaßnahmen mit C02 
Reaktoranwendungsrechnungen 
Studien zu zukünftigen Simulationstechniken. 
Die Ergebnisse werden dazu benutzt werden das Risiko für frühes 
Containmentversagen durch H2-Verbrennungslasten bei schweren LWR-
Unfällen stark zu reduzieren oder ganz auszuschließen 
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SUMMARY OF RESUL TS 
Hydrogen production was analysed for two accident seenarios in the future 
European Pressurised Reactor (EPR): 
- small break LOCA (50 cm2) in the cold led, and a 
- station black-out sequence. 
The MELCOR data set was updated using the newest information from Siemens/ 
KWU. Camparisan with respective MAAP predictions showed that the H2 and steam 
production is sensitive to the modelling of the accumulator behaviour. 
A new theoretical model was completed to describe the rapid H2 generation during 
CORA reflood tests. The main new hypothesis is that a reflood event reduces the 
radiation heat Iosses from the CORA bundle due to the largely increased steam 
partial pressure. The radiation treatment in SCDAP/RELAP-5 and MELCOR seems 
not adequate for a sufficiently precise description of the steam isolation effect. For 
reactor applications additional models need to be implemented. A corresponding 
cooperation with Siemens/KWU was started. 
For investigation of the hydrogen distribution the GASFLOW code was further 
developed. The code was transformed from Fortran 77 to Fortran 90. The FZK 
version 1.4.3 was merged with the LANL version 2.0 to a new unified version 
GASFLOW 2.1. Test calculations were started and will be continuing in 1997. FZK 
participated in a blind He - air distribution benchmark in the Batteile Model 
Containment (Hyjet test). The GASFLOW calculation resulted in very good blind 
predictions for the observed He - stratification, the He - concentration along and 
across the jet axis. The blind analysis is an important proof for the predictive 
capabilities of GASFLOW. A dynamic H2 - injection test in the !arge scale Russian 
RUT facility was also simulated with GASFLOW. The calculation showed a 
reasonable prediction of the general trends, but locally considerable differences 
were observed, which are probably due to some uncertain initial and boundary 
conditions in this highly dynamic test. 
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The work an hydrogen combustion included code development, experiments, 
code verification and reactor applications. The following results were obtained in 
these areas. 
The code development concerns fast tubulent deflagrations (COM3D-code) and the 
slower flamelet regime (ERCO-code) . 
The COM3D program was vectorized and parallelized. lt runs now routinely an a 
dedicated 8 - processor Cray computer (J916). The turbulence modelling was 
extended to a RNG k-s model. The two component formulation for burned and 
unburned gaswas replaced by a moreflexible multi - component model for e.g. H2, 
02, N2 and H20. 
The 2-d ERCO-code development was completed. The program describes the flame 
as a discontinuity, seperating burned and unburned gas. The code contains no free 
parameters once the turbulent burning law is chosen. This provides important 
predictive capabilities. 
The following combustion experiments were performed an different scales to 
provide data for code verification: 
- turbulent combustion in lean H2- air mixtures in the FZK-12 m-tube, 
- ineri experiments with He-air shock waves in complex geometry (FZK-tube ), 
- large scale tests an turbulent combustion and DDT in H2-air-steam mixtures at 
elevatad temperatures (RUT facility, 1 oooc, 480m3 ), 
- test an turbulent H2-air combustion in reactor-relevant H2-gradients, 
- interaction between a turbulent Hrair flame and a vortex, 
- influence of fog from steam condensation an the turbulent combustion in Hrair -
steam mixtures, 
laminar and turbulent deflagration in H2-air-C02 mixtures at accident typical 
pressures and temperatures. 
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All experiments have provided new data for the evaluation of theoretical models. The 
most important results are summarised in the report. 
The main goal of the program verification in 1996 was to evaluate individual 
COM3D models in test calculations of increasing complexity. The following cases 
were investigated: 
- supersonic flow against a forward facing step (test of hydro-and thermodynamic 
models), 
- simulation of a He-air turbulence experiment in the FZK-tube (test of turbulence 
model), 
- simulation of a flame-vortex interaction (test for turbulence and chemistry model in 
simple geometry and small scale), 
- calculation of seven RUT combustion experiments with homogeneaus H2-air and 
Hrair-steam mixtures (test for turbulence and chemistry in complex geometry and 
for large scale). 
The two-dimensional ERCO-code was tested on six RUT Hrair combustion 
experiments. There was general agreement with the COM3D results and the 
experiments, in terms of pressures and flame speeds. 
A DDT criterion for the evaluation of the detonation potential in severe accidents 
was further verified against experimental data and extended to different types of 
room geometry. For the detonation cell size, which appears in the criterion, new 
analytical fit functions were derived from the available Iiterature data. These 
functions for A,=f(% H2, % steam, Po,To) allow now the best possible evaluation of the 
DDT criterion during a containment evaluation. A theoretical model was used to 
calculate detonation cell sizes A, for hot, partially N2-or steam-inerted mixtures. Such 
mixtures were predicted in GASFLOW simulations for the EPR. 
The program developed for the calculation of detonation Ioads on complex 3-d 
geometry (DET3D) was further developed by improving the chemistry modell. lt is 
now possible to simulate also Hrair-steam mixtures. 
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Fast combustion modes in a severe accident can generate missiles by dragging 
objects with the flow or by fracturing walls and then accelerating the wall fragments. 
A 3-d code describing the drag problern was written in 1995. Calculations suggested 
that relatively lang flight paths are needed to aceeierate free bodies to containment 
threatening velocities. ln 1996 the wall problern was investigated with a new 2-d 
model. Neglecting the fracture process itself, wall fragments can reach velocities in 
the 100 m/s range within few meters offlight path. The darnage potential increases 
with the area of the fragment because the velocitiy is area independent. Hydrogen 
mitigation systems should exclude fast combustion modes with high reliability. 
The possibilities for hydrogen mitigation analysis were extended by adding a 
model for Siemens recombiners to the GASFLOW code. The model was verified 
extensively on the Batteile Gx test serie. Good results were obtained for the 
hydrogen distribution in case of nearly homogenaus tests (Gx4 and Gx6) and in case 
of strongly stratified conditions (Gx7). Togeter with the model for the NIS granulate 
recombiner, GASFLOW contains now verified models for all relevant recombiner 
types. The very successfull simulation of test Gx7 has demonstrated that GASFLOW 
can now be applied to analyze hydrogen and steam distributions under severe 
accident situations involving mitigation by recombiners and igniters (dual concept). 
Reactor application studies in 1996 investigated EPR release seenarios via the 
IRWST, in which a relatively dry H2-steam mixture is released into the containment. 
The GASFLOW simulation assumed a quite conservative HTrelease scenario with 
two main release phases of 600 kg H2 each. Without hydrogen mitigation measures 
a high detonation potential was predicted throughout the containment, including the 
possibility of a late global detonation. Calculations with spark igniters at different 
locations showed that it is possible to ignite the hydrogen close to the source without 
significant pressure development. lt seems possible to control even very severe dry 
H2 release seenarios with spark igniters if, as in the EPR case, the release location 
is known. 
The development of a next generation program for 3-d containment analysis was 
started in 1996 (INCA-code). The INCA code, will be used in the near future as a test 
bed for advenced numerical techniques, mainly adaptive mesh refinement on 
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structured grids, paralleland vectorised computing, as weil as distributed processing 
on different platforms. An adaptive grid library of Lawrence Livermore National 
Laberating (LLNL) was successfully implemented at FZK and tested with a LLNL 
problem. The next step will be incoporation of the OET30 program. 
The current status of numerical simulations for hydrogen behaviour and control in 
severe PWR accidents can be summerised with the Iist of calculations which are 
possible now: 
- H2 and steam source terms (MELCOR), 
- 3-d transport and mixing on full containment scale (GASFLOW 1.4), 
- pressure Ioad estimates from premixed H2-air-steam combustion in complex 3-d 
geometry (COM30), 
- Ioads from local detonations in 3-d enclosures 
• pressure, impulse (OET30, 030), 
• missile velocity (802), 
- design and qualification of H2 mitigation systems for full reactor containments 
(GASFLOW, COM30, OET30) 
• recombiners (NIS, Siemens), 
• spark igniters, 
• co2 dilution, 
• strong local structures, 
• strong containment shell. 
To allow a mechanistic and fully integrated containment simulation the completion of 
the following main tasks need tobe addressed in the future: 
- prediction of H2-generation in reflood situations (REFLOX-code ), 
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- final testing and documentation of the consolidated GASFLOW version 2.1, 
- development of verified turbulence and chemistry models for standing diffusion 
flames and fast freely propagating flames, 
- derivation of criteria for flame acceleration Iimits and stability of diffusion flames, 
- adaption of COM3D models into GASFLOW 2.1, 
development of adaptive grid and parallel processing capabilities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The FZK research program on hydrogen behaviour in severe PWR accidents 
addresses the three main phases of severe accident sequences in pressurised water 
reactors 
- hydrogen production, 
- hydrogen distribution, and 
- hydrogen combustion (Fig. 1.1 ). 
These phases are investigated on three Ieveis 
- module development and verification by experiments, 
- current reactor applications, and 
- development of a next generation program. 
This report describes the main results obtained in these R+D areas during 1996. 
2. HYDROGEN PRODUCTION 
The hydrogen production in the EPR was investigated with the MELCOR code for 
two seenarios without reflood. The REFLOX code was developed to describe the 
rapid H2-generation in CO RA-experiments with reflood. 
2.1 MELCOR calculations for EPR 
The MELCOR input deck for description of the EPR primary and secondary system 
was up-dated using new EPR design data. Details are given in the section by 
P. Schmuck et al. This section summarises the results for hydrogen and steam 
sources which provide the initial conditions for distribution calculations. 
2.1.1 SB-LOCA sequence 
A 50 cm2 leak in the cold leg was analysed with MELCOR 1.8.3. The schematic EPR 
representation is shown in Fig. 2.1. Three of the four EPR loops are lumped tagether 
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axial segments. The sequence was modelled up to failure of the reactor pressure 
vessel. The results are presented in Fig. 2.2. 
The first hydrogen is generated about 1200 seconds after accident initiation. The 
accumulator injections produce small individual H2-peaks. The last two peaks in the 
H2 production are related to the failure of the core support plate (::::::14000 s) and the 
reactor pressure vessel (::::::17000 s). The total in-vessel Hrproduction in this base 
case calculation amounts to about 420 kg. Sensitivity calculations are underway to 
investigate the influence of model parameters (e.g. debris characteristics) on the 
resulting hydrogen and steam production. 
2.1.2 Station-black-out sequence 
Due to the small steam leak rate in this scenario core dry-out occurs much later than 
in the previous case (Fig. 2.3). The first significant H2 production period between 
10.000 and 15.000 s results from accumulator injections. The core is refilled with 
water to about 70 %. Shortly after 20.000 s the core dries out finally and large scale 
oxidation takes place with about 0.4 kg H2/s maximum rate. The vessel is predicted 
to fail after 32.000 seconds. The total hydrogen generation is about 450 kg. 
Additional sensitivity studies are currently performed for this accident scenario. The 
described base case included opening of all pressurise values (200 cm2) and shut 
down of the secondary side. 
2.2 REFLOX code development 
ln all severe accident sequences the primary goal of the operators will be to cover 
the overheated core with water as soon as possible. This measure is prescribed in 
most accident hand books. The core flooding can also occur automatically; e.g. from 
the accumulators during pressure decrease, of from re-activated emergency pumps 
at the end of a station-black-out sequence. 
Since very high hydrogen generation rates were observed in a number of severe 
core darnage tests, a model was developed at FZK to predict hydrogen production 
17.5 
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during reflood events. The model currently describes the CORA experiments. ln a 
second step additional modelswill be added for full-size reactor predictions. 
The program simulates the following set of coupled physical phenomena for a 
representative fuel pin [1 ]: 
- Oxygen diffusion in the Zircalloy cladding and growth of the various 0-Zr-reaction 
layers, 
- heat conduction and heat generation in the fuel pin (nuclear decay heat, heat of 
reaction from Zr-oxidation at the meta I/oxide interface ), 
- radiation transport through the steam containing atmosphere araund the bundle. 
The model is based on intact fuel rod geometry, melt relocation is neglected. 
Convective heat transfer is only implicitly modelled in the energy balance, no mass 
convection is included. The main new hypothesis for explanation of the observed 
high Hz-production rates during reflood (~.g. CORA and LOFT tests) is that flooding 
suddenly increases the steam partial pressure in the test bundle, which reduces the 
radiation heat Iosses to the cold environment and results in a sudden temperature 
excursion. The temperature increase triggers elevated oxygen-diffusion rates and 
H2-production. The model was validated on the large CORA-data basis existing at 
FZK. 
A major result from the CORA-simulations was, that the sudden high hydrogen 
release rates from a reflood event do not create immediately dangeraus gas 
compositions because they are mitigated by an even stronger steam production. E.g. 
in CORA-13 the H2: steam ratio dropped from about 1:3 before the reflood, to less 
than 1:1 0 du ring the reflood. When air is added to such mixtures inert or weakly 
flammable gases are generated. Sensitive Hrair-steam mixtures can only develop 
later in time if significant steam condensation should occur. The hydrogen risk from 
flooding an overheated core is more related to the integral H2-mass than to the high 
H2 release rate. 
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3. HYDROGEN DISTRIBUTION 
3.1 GASFLOW model development and code maintenance 
A model for sump vaporization and condensation has been added to the code. 
Vaporization from a sump surface is simulated when the steam density in the 
adjacent fluid node is below the saturation steam density on the sump surface. The 
vaporization rate is proportional to the density difference and is calculated from the 
Reynolds analogy in the same way as the film vaporization and condensation. 
A new model was implemented into GASFLOW for the Siemens plate recombiner. lt 
determines a volume flow rate through the recombiner in dependence of the 
hydrogen concentration at the recombiner inlet and applies this as a velocity 
boundary condition like an active ventilator. The model uses measured performance 
data for the recombiner efficiency and the recombination rate from the Batteile Gx 
tests as function of the hydrogen concentration (see Fig. 3.1 ). Leastsquare fits were 
made to the experimentally derived correlations for the recombination rate in 
dependence of the hydrogen concentration and for the recombiner efficiency in 
dependence of the recombination rate. The model reflects the reduction of the 
recombiner efficiency for hydrogen concentrations above 7% . lt covers a range of 
hydrogen concentrations up to 10 Vol%. An asymptotic velocity vo through the 
recombiner is determined so that the amount of hydrogen for the measured 
recombination rate actually gets to the recombiner plates. Glose to the steam 
inertization we plausibly Iimit the flow and recombination rate by the oxygen 
concentration. Like in the model for the NIS granulate recombiner we approach the 
asymptotic velocity with a time constant. For the Siemens plate recombiner this 
constant is selected two orders of magnitude smaller (1 Os) than for the NIS 
granulate recombiner. The model calculates the hydrogen recombination and its 
effect on the convection processes in all analyzed Gx tests quite weil. 
The diffusion terms in the transport equations of GASFLOW were corrected to 
remove non physical pressure changes from numerical errors during the diffusion of 
two different gases from adjacent meshes. The molar diffusion fluxes are now exactly 
balanced to zero. The correction particularly improves the simulation of diffusion 
flames. 
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The variable area option that allows to simulate fractional areas on the mesh 
boundaries instead of the full geometrical size was extended to allow for the 
simulation of leakage pathes with small hydraulic diameters. The higher velocities at 
strongly reduced flow areas can significantly reduce the time step due to Courant 
conditions, however. 
All code extensions were consolidated into a new GASFLOW version 1.4.3. We are 
now documenting the new models and code additions relative to the released base 
version GASFLOW 1.0 from 1994. Since September we are combining the 
consolidated GASFLOW version 1.4.3 with the multibleck version 2.0 of GASFLOW 
developed at Los Alamos National Labaratory (LANL) to a new code version 
GASFLOW 2.1. We rewrote the code from FORTRAN 77 to FORTRAN 90 during 
this merging process and we switched our update method from Historian (CMP) to a 
new update procedure RCS (Revision Control System), which allows the automatic 
generation of code versions from different development stages of the code. This 
major revision of GASFLOW is done as a joint activity between FZK and LANL and 
also supported by US-NRC. The new GASFLOW version 2.1 will allow to change 
meshes between different rooms that are connected through 1 dimensional ducts. 
Besides it includes an aerosol model which allows simulation of aerosol transport in 
the gas field which can also be coupled to Volumetrie decay heat sources. 
The switching to FORTRAN 90 makes the code more platform independent. The 
new GASFLOW code runs on the Cray J90, on the new Siemens Fujitsu machine 
VPP and on Risc and Solaris workstations without major changes. But the use of 
FORTRAN 90 Iead to some difficulties with the vectorization of GASFLOW on the 
VPP and Cray J90, that are related to the use of pointers. We attribute this to 
compiler errors and hope that the coming up improved FORTRAN 90 compilers for 
these machines will vectorize better. 
3.2 Overview over new GASFLOW simulations 
Our important new GASFLOW simulations have been included in the updated 
overview of the GASFLOW simulations for steam/hydrogen transport without and 
with inclusion of mitigation effects (Fig.3.2). New transport simulations without 
mitigation effects were performed for the Biblis A reactor containment. We 
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developed a complex 30 geometry model for this containment and analysed 
stratification and mixing of the steam-hydrogen release from a lass of coolant 
accident under simplified design basis accident conditions. Steam vaporization from 
a heated sump provides an important mechanism for mixing the initially stratified 
steam/hydrogen mixture. GASFLOW calculated the initial stratification phase and 
the transition to homogeneaus conditions from the sump vaporization. The applied 
sump model was succesfully validated with the specific sump tests RX4 and RX5 
that were performed in the Batteile model containment. This work was done outside 
the Siemens/EVU contract with direct support from RWE and is published in [2]. We 
have started to study the hydrogen distribution during the dynamic injection tests in 
the Russian RUT facility using GASFLOW, this work is still in progress. GASFLOW 
could succesfully predict Helium stratification in a recent blind posttest analysis of 
the Batteile Hyjet test JX7. This progress report will summarize these results. 
Steam/hydrogen transport simulations with mitigation measures include the effects of 
inertization for instance by co2 release, the catalytic hydrogen combustion in 
recombiner modules and the local hydrogen deflagration at igniters. We will report 
here about our analysis of the Batteile Gx tests which simulated steam hydrogen 
distribution tagether with a plate recombiner of the Siemens type. Test Gx7 also 
simulated mitigation by the so-called "dual concept" with a plate recombiner and a 
series of spark igniters that were positionned in different rooms of the Batteile Model 
Containment. The GASFLOW combustion model was further tested in the analysis 
hydrogen combustion in some FZK tube tests. Besides we analyzed hydrogen 
combustion in the test RUT 23. We will briefly report about these new combustion 
calculations also. 
3.2.1 Hyjet test JX7 
Recently we participated with GASFLOW in a blind benchmark set up by Batteile for 
the test JX7. The blind benchmarkwas also analyzed with the field code FLOW3D 
and with the lumped parameter codes RALOC, WAVCO, and Gothic. 
Test JX7 involved the full Batteile containment with a total gas volume of 600 m3 . 
Helium with a total mass of 1 0 kg was injected in 200 s near the bottarn of the 



























































positionned underneath vertically aligned overflow openings in the ceilings of the 
banana rooms. A jet formed that extended all the way from the source location into 
the dome region. The jet is displayed in Fig. 3.3 into the actual containment model 
at 50 s after the stati of helium injection as the isosurface for 10 Vol% helium. The 
helium stratifies in a cloud in the containment dome. The geometrical model for 
GASFLOW applies 50000 computational cells. lt models the jet weil but requires 
quite lang running times (1 0 d for 800s) mainly due to the Courant Iimitation for the 
time step. A preceding analysis with a coarser mesh of only 5000 cells did not 
resolve the jet with the same detail, but it could capture the plume behavior in the 
dome quite weil also. The analysis of the 800s problern time took only 80 min with 
this coarser model. 
The plots in Fig. 3.4 compare the results from the GASFLOW simulation with the 
fine mesh to the test data and to the other code predictions at four sensor locations 
in the dome, near the bottom of the central room, and in the upper and lower part of 
the ring room. Compared to the test data the GASFLOW concentrations are 18% 
instead of measured 16% at the top of the dome and 9% instead of measured 11% 
in the upper region of the ring room. Good agreement is obtained at the bottom of 
the central room and in the lower ring room where the lumped parameter codes 
significantly overestimated the helium concentration. GASFLOW simulates turbulent 
diffusion based on the algebraic turbulence model with a prespecified turbulent 
length scale. The overprediction of the helium concentration in the dome region can 
be attributed to insufficient air entrainment along the jet surface. The helium 
concentration profile across the jet shows good agreement with the test data near 
the source location. 
FLOW3D results are in better agreement with the test data in the dome but not as 
good as GASFLOW in the lower containment regions. Overall the blind benchmark 
demonstrated that field code predictions are in better agreement with the test data 
than the results from lumped parameter codes. The predictions of the two field codes 
GASFLOW and FLOW3D for this Hyjet test are of a comparable quality when one 
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3.2.2 RUT lnjection test 
Experiment RUT -29 was selected for a simulation of the hydrogen distribution du ring 
a dynamic injection because this test provided more extended data than other 
dynamic RUT injection tests. ln the dynamic injection tests only the canyon 
(16.6x3x2.5m) and the second part of the channel (13.4x2.3x2.5m) have been used. 
The injection was performed under an angle of 45° downwards with a flow rate of 
0.59kg/s. After 7.98s injection time there was a time delay of 26.3s until ignition 
occurred. During this time delay hydrogen concentrations had been monitared at 8 
positions (5 in upper part of the test facility and 3 in the lower part of the canyon). 
For the simulation GASFLOW was used. The RUT-geometry was modelled in a 3-D 
mesh with 155x50x21 grid points. An inflow velocity of 700 m/s was assumed, 
because the thermodynamic state was not measured. The calculation time was 29 
days on one CPU of a CRAY-J90 computer. 
Fig. 3.5 shows a comparison of measured and calculated hydrogen concentrations. 
The experiment as weil as the calculation shows a hydrogen wave transported by 
convection from the source (S1) to the igniter (12). The maximum concentration of 
about 40 % hydrogen is predicted weil by the simulation. ln the simulation the 
hydrogen wave travels faster towards the igniter than in the experiment. ln the lower 
part of the canyon the calculated hydrogen concentrations are slightly higher, they 
are too low nearby the igniter. 
Differences between simulation and experiment are due to several effects: Only the 
experimental mass flow rate has been defined, but not the inflow conditions 
(temperature and velocity, no adiabatic flow from the hydrogen storage tank to the 
injection nozzle). To test the experimental reproducibility test RUT-27 was 
performed. The measured hydrogen distribution time history of RUT-27 showed 
significant differences compared to RUT-29. This indicates a strong sensitivity to 
boundary conditions such as e.g. initial temperature distribution in the test facility 
and weather conditions. 
This simulation has shown the principle capability of GASFLOW to calculate 
hydrogen distributions even under situations where hydrogen distribution processes 
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is needed. This will be possible with new improved experimental data performed in 
the next RUT test series. 
3.2.3 Validation of mitigating measures with Batteile Gx experiments 
The EPR calculations reported about last year [3] and the analysis of 
steam/hydrogen distribution in the Biblis A containment under LOCA conditions 
documented weil the ability of GASFLOW to simulate such transport phenomena in 
quite complex geometries. We continue to include the major mitigation effects into 
such analyses based on validated models. We developed and validated a model for 
the NIS granulate recombiner already last year [3]. This year we extended our 
mitigation modeling to also include the Siemens plate recombiner and validated it 
succesfully with the analysis of the Batteile Gx tests. We consider this a further 
important strengthening of our basis for integral containment analysis of severe 
accident sequences. Test Gx7 with a Siemens plate recombiner and with spark 
igniters in the various rooms was the first integral performance test for the "dual 
concept" which is currently in discussion for hydrogen mitigation both in the EPR and 
in the operating PWR plants. So far the GASFLOW analysis of test Gx7 is the only 
available 30 field code analysis of this complex performance test. 
The Gx tests were done in the inner containment region of the Batteile model 
containment with the banana rooms RS, R6, R7, and RB that are arranged in two 
axial planes and with the central rooms R1 and R3. A large plug above room R1 and 
closed openings in the ceilings of RS and R7 separate these rooms from the 
remainder of the containment with the dome and ring rooms. The total gas volume of 
the test rooms was 209 m3. We simulated the inner containment region with 
GASFLOW in a 30 cylindrical model with 5800 computational cells. 
The scheme in Fig. 3.6 shows a radial cut through the central room with the concrete 
plug on the top and and through the banana rooms outside. The right hand side 
gives an unwrapped scheme of the four banana rooms. The recombiner box is a 
scaled Siemens plate recombiner module with a cross section of 11.6 by 16 cm2 and 
a prototypical height of 1.6 m. lt is positionned at the inside wall of room RS not far 
from the overilow opening to room R6 underneath. The recombiner box has a 
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recombiner box the wall effects became quite important in this test which was 
different from our earlier analysis of test MC3 with the full size NIS granulate 
recombiner [3]. 
Test Gx4 had 2 periods of hydrogen injection, first from a line source in room R5 and 
then from a line source at the bottarn of R8. Steam was injected into R5, R6, and R8 
prior to the hydrogen release and in between the two release periods. Test Gx6 had 
only one hydrogen injection period into the lower room R8. Test Gx7 was run with a 
higher steam concentration and stronger hydrogen sources. Hydrogen was injected 
into R5 and R8 again in two periods. Spark igniters were positionned in each room. 
They were all activated during the first period of hydrogen injection. ln the second 
injection period only the igniters in R6 and R7 away from the source room were 
active. The igniters operated with a frequency of 7s during the activation periods. 
The boundary conditions for all these tests were quite complex. Sump valves and 
blowers that are open and active during the pre-conditionning phase and in between 
the hydrogen injection periods control the composition of the atmosphere and 
relieve the pressure during the steam injection. The containment was also not leak 
tight after valve closure. Leakage effects were found in the analysis of tests Gx4 
and Gx6. ln tests Gx7 these had so much impact on the concentration that we 
included in our model 14 known leakage pathes with 1 mm hydraulic diameter and 
3.1 cm2 surface at the locations where the instrument guide tubes penetrated the 
outer walls of the banana rooms. Although they were quite small these leaks 
relieved the pressure on a fast enough time scale. The steam and hydrogen injection 
rates and their interplay with the valve opening and the fan operation, also the 
activation times of the igniters in test Gx7 are shown in Fig. 3. 7. The figures only plot 
the integral steam release from all three injection points as it was recorded in the 
test. The actual distribution of the steam source over the three rooms R5, R6, and 
R8 was estimated on basis of the relative valve openings. We applied the original 
estimates from Kanzleiter for this distribution. However, significant overpredictions of 
the gas temperature resulted in room R5 during the preconditionning of test Gx7 with 
Kanzleiter's specified original steam distribution which Iead to a too high steam 
content and nearly steam inerted conditions at the recombiner box. This was 
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Fig. 3.7: GASFLOW conditions for Batteile Gx tests with a Siemens recombiner and 
spark igniter. 
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independently found also in a RALOC simulation of this phase for test Gx7. We 
then used an adjusted steam distribution GRS had estimated from their analysis of 
the preconditionning phase and like GRS got a much better agreement with the 
measured gas temperatures and steam concentrations prior to the hydrogen 
injection. Because the high steam volume fraction in room RS makes the recombiner 
operate near the Iimit of steam inertization this adjustment of the steam distribution 
in test Gx7 was quite important. The collection of all details from these tests was 
not easy and only possible with the help of Dr. Kanzleiter from Batteile and Mr. 
Klein-Heßling from GRS. 
3.2.3.1 Results for tests Gx4 and Gx6 
The measured and calculated hydrogen volume fractions for tests Gx4 and Gx6 are 
compared in Fig. 3.8. The upper two plots are for the high banana rooms RS and R7, 
below are the data for the two low banana rooms R6 and R8 and at the bottom a 
characteristic hydrogen concentration is displayed for the central room R3. We have 
analyzed a problern time of 20h for test Gx4 and 1 Oh for test Gx6. The two hydrogen 
peaks for test Gx4 reflect the two periods of hydrogen injection. Hydrogen 
concentration never exceeds 4% in both tests and the hydrogen distributes fairly 
homogeneaus over the different containment rooms. Agreement with the test data is 
quite good for both tests. 
There is a slight overprediction of hydrogen concentration in the upper rooms during 
the second injection period in test Gx4. Responsible for this is an increase of the 
steam concentration in the upper rooms after a strong reduction of the steam source 
which increases the hydrogen volume fraction while reducing the pressure. The local 
underpressure due to the condensation sucks additional gas from the lower source 
room R8 which in turn reduces the calculated hydrogen concentrations in the source 
room R8 relative to the test data. We attribute the fact that this behavior is not seen 
in the test data to the containment leakage which doesn't allow such an evacuation 
after lass of the steam source and which replaces the condensed steam by the air 
sucked in through the leaks instead of increasing the hydrogen volume fraction. 
Condensation is also overpredicted after shutting off the steam source in test Gx6. ln 
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Fig:3.8: Hydrogen volume fractions in Batteiletests Gx4 and Gx6 with 
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for a short time, an effect which shows up to a certain degree also in the test data 
(Gx6 results araund 6h). Then the sump valves open in R6 and bring in air which 
causes a local temporary hydrogen dilution in R6. The nearly 0.1 bar underpressure 
that develops in the leak tight GASFLOW model after stopping the steam injection 
makes this dilution stronger than in reality, but it is a local effect only and mixing 
brings the hydrogen concentrations back to the experimental data quite fast. 
3.2.3.2 Results for test Gx7 
The calculated and measured hydrogen concentrations for test Gx7 in Fig. 3.9 also 
show quite good agreement with the test data. Steam and hydrogen injection are 
significantly strenger in Gx7 than in the previous tests Gx4 and Gx6. 
First injection period of hydrogen 
The upper banana rooms R5 and R7 have steam volume fractions above 65% at 
onset of hydrogen injection.The hydrogen release in room R5 causes a rather strong 
stratification with peak hydrogen volume fractions of 8% in the upper rooms and 
values below 3% in the lower rooms. GASFLOW captures this stratification quite 
weil. Catalytic combustion in the recombiner box gradually removes the released 
hydrogen from the first injection period. The solid bars in each graph indicate the 
activation times of the igniters in each room. lgniters were sparking in each 
containment room during the first hydrogen injection period with a frequency of 7s. 
But the hydrogen concentrations never exceeded the flammability Iimit at any 
location during the first activation period of the igniters. This flammability Iimit for the 
burnable hydrogen concentration in a steam/hydrogen mixture was determined from 
the lean combustion Iimit in the Shapiro diagram and is evaluated in dependence of 
the steam volume fraction at the igniter position in each room from the correlation 
( 
(vr -0.3) ) 
HBum = 0.04 + min 0, ( H
20 
- ) * 0.08 
Vnam 0.3 
which has also been implemented into GASFLOW. ln this correlation 
vfh2o = steam volume fraction 
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Fig. 3.9: Calculated H2 concentration in BMC test Gx7 with Siemens recombiner and 
igniters. Hburn is the flammability Iimit for the calculated steam concentration. 
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To trigger a combustion in a lean hydrogen/steam/air mixture the hydrogen 
concentration must exceed 4% for steam volume fractions below 30%. This 
threshold increases to 12% with increasing steam content. No combustions are 
triggered above steam volume fractions of 65%. 
ln test Gx7 the regions with high hydrogen volume fractions initially are fully steam 
inerted. The recombiner continues to operate above the Iimit of steam inertization 
but with a reduced efficiency and a reduced flow rate during the Iack of oxygen. 
Steam concentrations in the lower rooms are much smaller. The flammability Iimit 
never exceeds 4% there, but not enough hydrogen gets there for an ignition during 
the first injection period. As the steam release goes down the flammability drops 
nearly to the hydrogen concentration in particular in room R?. But when the mixture 
becomes burnable for a short time in R? the igniters have already been deactivated. 
The recombination rate increases during the reduction of the steam injection. Most 
hydrogen is gone in the upper rooms after 8 hours. The hydrogen concentrations in 
the lower rooms even exceed the values in the upper rooms then. 
Second injection period of hydrogen 
ln the second phase, that starts at 8.5 h, hydrogen gets injected into the lower room 
R8. Hydrogen concentration there rapidly exceeds the flammability Iimit, but the 
igniters are only activated in the adjacent rooms R6 and R? then. The relative 
increase of the hydrogen concentration and the changes of the flammability Iimit in 
these two rooms controls the progression of the experiment in this second phase. 
The hydrogen distribution becomes quite sensitive to the distribution of the steam 
release. 
With the estimated distribution of the steam injection into the three rooms R6, R8 
and R5 from Kanzleiter the hydrogen concentration in R? increased faster than in 
R6. Combustion in the second period of hydrogen release was triggered in R? then. 
lt brought about a change in the circulation that kept the concentration in R6 from 
exceeding the flammability Iimit. The hydrogen concentration in R7 remained too 
low for a backflash into the source room R8 and cyclic combustions in R? with 
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continued hydrogen supply from the room R8 below gradually removed the hydrogen 
in the second period. The experiment did not show such behavior. 
Without changing the measured overall steam source we reduced the steam release 
in the lower rooms R6 and R8 by 5% each and enhanced it correspondingly in the 
upper room R5. This slight redistribution of the steam injection caused the initiation 
of hydrogen combustion in R6 when the hydrogen concentration there exceeded the 
flammability Iimit (Fig.3.9). After some time for enthalpy accumulation the flame 
propagated horizontally into the source room R8 which is in good agreement with the 
test data. GASFLOW calculates a nearly complete combustion then. 
The test data indicate a complete combustion only in the source room R8 and leave 
behind a residual hydrogen concentration in the other rooms. The GASFLOW mesh 
size was primarily set to simulate hydrogen transport with recombination. To 
maintain the combustion process in the coarse mesh we had to increase the 
sparking duration (it was increased from the specified value of 1 ms to 0.5 s) in 
order to get enough enthalpy into the coarse mesh for a flame propagation. We also 
reduced the temperature threshold for the use of the Arrhenius law from the 
recommended value of 800K to 500K to be able to propagate the combustion into 
the adjacent nodes and prevent it from extinguishing when the convected enthalpy is 
not sufficient to raise the temperature to a high enough value in the coarse mesh of 
the adjacent nodes. Running the whole transport sequence with a rather fine mesh 
for the combustion would be rather time consuming and not be feasible for large 
containment systems. A local mesh refinement at the onset of the combustion would 
certainly be more appropriate. The INKA code that is currently under development at 
FZK is designed for such dynamic mesh refinements during the hydrogen transport 
phase. lt will also apply a more detailed turbulence model for the combustion 
simulation than the simple algebraic model that was applied in this analysis. When 
we analyze steam hydrogen distribution in GASFLOW with the dual mitigation 
concept of recombiners and igniters we must be aware that the combustion results 
currently cannot have the same accuracy as the results from the transport analysis. 
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We do conserve the enthalpy, however, which should be sufficient to account for the 
effect of local combustions on the overall convection behavior. 
As seen in Fig. 3.9, the ongoing hydrogen injection after the first burnout again 
builds up combustible mixtures, that are ignited in room R6. The residual hydrogen 
inventory after the first burnout in GASFLOW is rather low compared to the test data. 
The development of a new flammable mixture takes Ionger and the secend hydrogen 
ignition in room R6 starts more delayed relative to the test data. GASFLOW again 
calculates a complete burnout in all rooms while in the test complete burnout is seen 
only in the source room. 
The first full burnout Ieads to a narrow pressure peak of 1.9 b in GASFLOW which is 
above the recorded peak of 1.2 b from the pressure sensor. ln the second 
combustion a wider pressure pulse with a peak value of 1.2 b results which is nearly 
at the same Ievei as the sensor reading. Not only the earlier flame extinction in the 
test but also differences in the kinectis of the flame propagation contribute to the 
value of the pressure peak. For instance in another analysis with an even strenger 
shift of the steam release from the lower rooms into the upper room R5 (20% instead 
of 5%) the combustion with a similar hydrogen inventory only caused a pressure 
peak of 1.25 b. ln this case only one flame controls the combustion in the source 
room while in the before discussed case two flame fronts meet in the source room 
coherently, one coming from R6 by an azimuthal flame propagation, the other from a 
propagation through a central shortcut in R3. 
The GASFLOW simulation does include convective and condensation heat transfer 
with cut off of wall condensation at structure surface temperatures above the critical 
point of steam. lt does not account for radiative cooling. The calculated gas 
temperatures peak at nearly 1 OOOK in room RS during the first and 600K du ring the 
second combustion. Steam condensation brings these temperatures back to 
saturation values for the steam vapor pressure quite fast. The recorded temperature 
readings never exceed 500K but they stay at an elevated Ievei for a Ionger time. 
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Representative configurations for recombination and combustion 
The Kismetplots in Fig.3.10 show two snap shots from the GASFLOW simulations 
during the first hydrogen release phase and at the onset of the ignition in R6 in the 
second hydrogen release phase. To allow a better view we removed the ceiling and 
the outer walls of the banana rooms in these snap shots. 
The left configuration shows the two banana rooms R5 and R6 with the Siemens 
recombiner box at 5.26 h when the hydrogen concentration peaks in R5 (Fig. 3.9). 
Hydrogen is released from a line source on the floor of R5. A cloud which contains 
more than 9 Vol% hydrogen has been determined from the calculated hydrogen 
concentrations (the surface is marked by the superimposed wire frame). lt builds up 
above the line source. lt doesn't extend high into R5 and is consumed near the 
recombiner from the ongoing catalytic hydrogen combustion. The 400K isosurface of 
the gas temperature has also been entered and documents the hot plume above the 
recombiner box that spreads under the ceiling of R5 and reflects the released 
recombination energy. The downward extension of this isosurface along the 
recombiner box documents hot temperatures within this box. lts appearance on the 
outside of the box reflects the Iimitation of the interpolation procedure for the 
isosurfaces from the concentration field which doesn't account for walls and 
obstacles. A transparent cloud in moiree extends from the roof of R5 to near the 
upper surface of the hydrogen cloud. lt marks the region where the steam volume 
fraction is above 72%. Only recombination but no hydrogen combustion is possible 
inside this cloud, it fully inertizes the igniter in room R5. Similar steam only 
somewhat smaller hydrogen concentrations are found in R7 which is also fully 
inertized at this time (see Fig. 3.9). Burnable conditions may exist closed to the floor 
in room R5, provided that the vaporization of the collected sump with hot 
condensate there doesn't inertize this region also. The picture documents the 
importance of igniter positionning. Had the igniter been placed away from the 
recombiner near the bottom of R5 it would have triggered a combustion also during 
the first hydrogen injection phase. 
The right configuration in Fig.3.1 0 shows the conditions at the point of hydrogen 
ignition in room R6 during the second phase of hydrogen release. The hydrogen 
T>400K Siemens 
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comes from a line source near the bottarn of room R8 (inside wall of the canyon). A 
burnable hydrogen cloud (>5Vol%) fills the whole source room (surface marked by 
superimposed wire frame). lt spreads circumferentially and extends partially also 
into the adjacent banana room R6. lt also makes a shortcut radially inward through 
overflow openings into the central room R3 where the hydrogen concentration grows 
faster than in R6 (Fig.3.9). Same hydrogen then enters room R6 through openings 
from the central room R3 via the shortcut through the center. lt forms the secondary 
hydrogen cloud araund the lower overflow opening above the canyon at the far end 
of room R6. The location of the igniter in R6 is near the floor and next to the outside 
wall. lt falls in between the clouds from the two transport pathes. The picture also 
includes the 400K isosurface of the gas temperature. The early combustion builds up 
a hot plume locally above the igniter, the plume araund the recombiner box is small 
at this time because the hydrogen concentration there is low. Same hydrogen also 
enters the room R7 through the overflow opening in the ceiling of R8. A finger of the 
5% hydrogen cloud is visible in room R7 that spreads mostly upward, it cannot reach 
the other igniter. With less shifting of the steam release into room R5 when using 
Kanzleiter's estimate for the distribution of the steam release this cloud would have 
spread circumferentially. The flammability Iimit would have first been reached in R7 
thus completely changing the combustion sequence. The finger from the hydrogen 
cloud in room R7 pushes away some steam which can be seen from the shadows in 
the transparent cloud that bounds the region with a steam volume fraction above 
40%. The atmosphere is no Ionger steam inerted during this second phase of 
hydrogen injection. We have visualized the flame propagation in a sequence of 100 
snap shots after the ignition in R6. Combustion starts with a flickering period of 
nearly 40 s. Only then the flame accelerates. lt spreads out circumferentially and 
enters room R8 from the side. ln parallel a propagation occurs through overflow 
openings to the central room R3. lt triggers a second flame front in the source room 
R8 which superimposes with the azimuthally propagated flame. This strongly 
amplifies the pressure and is the principal reason for the much higher than 
measured pressure peak in the first combustion. 
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Conclusions from analysis of test Gx7 
The GASFLOW analysis of test Gx7 shows that in principle it is possible to describe 
the steam/hydrogen transport with the combined mitigation from recombiners and 
igniters. The GASFLOW results allow the precise control of when and where the 
hydrogen/steam/air mixture becomes burnable. We found out that the transport 
phase with the recombination superimposed is described quite accurately. The 
combustion simulation in the coarse transport mesh requires to use Ionger than the 
physical sparking durations and to reduce the temperature threshold for simulating 
the combustion rate with the Arrhenius correlation. GASFLOW then propagates the 
flame weil from the barely combustible ignition point into the highly combustible 
region. But compared with the test more hydrogen burns out in the regions with low 
hydrogen concentrations. ln the test flame extinctions occur in the rooms adjacent to 
the source rooms and leave behind higher unburnt hydrogen inventories. Local 
mesh refinements and improved turbulence modeling may eventually give better 
interpretations also for such combustion/extinction processes. There are also 
considerable sensitivities in the interpretation of this test that come from 
uncertainties in the distribution of the steam injection over the three banana rooms. 
The code does of course conserve the combustion enthalpy. ln a !arge containment 
geometry this should be sufficient to account for the effect of local combustions on 
the overall convection process as long as local ignitions don't progress into a global 
combustion process. 
4. HYDROGEN COMBUSTION 
The combustion related work addresses code development, experiments and code 
validation based on the test results. 
4.1 Code development for turbulent deflagration 
The development of numerical models for description of premixed turbulent 'v9*-air-
steam deflagration was continued. According to the different regimes of turbulent 
combustion two different modelling approaches are pursued: 
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- ERCO-code for the flamelet regime (Ka=reaction time scale/Kolmogorov eddy 
timescale < 1 ), and 
- COM3D-Code for distributed reaction zones (Da=turbulent time scale/reaction 
time scale >1) and weil stirred reactor (Da <1 ). 
4.1.1 COM30-code 
The turbulence modelling in the COM3D code was extended. The code now offers 
the choice between two different turbulence models: 
- a standard K-E, and 
- a RNG K-E (Renormalization Group Theory). 
The RNG model is a modern development of the traditional K-E model. An additional 
term has been added in the E-equation, which changes dynamically with the rate of 
strain of the turbulent flow, providing more accurate predictions for flows with rapid 
distortions and I arge eddies (Fig. 4.1 ). The RNG model appears attractive for a 
number of reasons: 
- it is applicable to compressible flow, 
- the model constants result from a closed theory, not from empirical experiment 
data, 
- it covers low Reynolds numbers, and 
- the additional computational costs compared to K-E are low (+3%). 
Test calculations with the new RNG model are presented in Section 4.3 of this 
report. 
ln the field of turbulent combustion modelling the COM3D code now offers an Eddy 
Dissipation Model for Da>1 and an Arrhenius formulation for the well-stirred reactor 
(Da<1 ). This model approach corresponds to a jumping between two states, the 
actual evolution of the mixing from unburned to burned gas is not treated. 
The next logical extension of the combustion modelling is to treat the intermediate 
mixing states for each component with a presumed ß-PDF model. lf the joint 
probability density function (PDF) F is known as function of temperature T and mass 
fractions fi, the mean reaction rate m can be calculated from 
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Here CTf is defined by 
C _ _'IJ _;_( l_::_'IJ_/_'IJ__;_o) 
'1] - 1 + ß"73 ' 'f]o = 4.38 
and 
Turbulence model constants 
ß 
RNG k-E 0.0845 1.42 1.68 0.719 0.719 0.012 
Standard k-E 0.09 1.44 1.92 1.0 1.3 
Fig. 4.1: Equations and model constants of the RNG k - c: model as implemented in 
the COM3D code. 
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m = JJ. . .Jro(T,h)•F(fi)dTdh (4.1) 
where ro is the real reaction rate of the mixture for given mass distribution j; and 
temperature T. 
The implementation of such an PDF model into GOM3D was started. Gompared to 
the Eddy Dissipation Model only one more transport equation needs to be solved, 
e.g. for a 4-component system 11 instead of 10 equations. The main difficulty in 
evaluating Eq. 4.1 at each time step and in each computational node is to develop a 
fast and still precise numerical scheme for solving the multidimensional integral, 
which contains singularities at the end points (f; = 0 or 1 ). 
A major advantage of the presumed ß-PDF approach is that it allows also to treat 
non-premixed combustion, e.g. a hydrogen diffusion flame in a steam-air 
environment. This is the desired combustion mode which is obtained in a successful 
(non-energetic) hydrogen control with spark igniters. A ß-PDF model would also 
allow a more mechanistic description of the quench and extinction phenomena in 
turbulent flames, which are important for flame acceleration predictions. 
4.1.2 ERGO-Code 
A two-dimensional version of the ERGO-code was completed and tested against 
RUT-experiments [4]. The numerical scheme models the turbulent flame zone as a 
reactive discontinuity (no reaction before, complete reaction behind the interface). 
The laminar burning velocity is calculated from detailed chemistry models and used 
as input data to ERGO. The effect of turbulence on the burning velocity is modelled 
with single relations using the local velocity fluctuation. Turbulence is calculated with 
a standard K-E model. lgnition of unburned gas is described with a two-step 
induction model, fitted to detailed chemistry calculations. Details of the numerical 
scheme can be found in [4]. 
The verification calculations performed with ERGO are described in Section 4.4. 
Since the code contains no free input parameters the comparison to experimental 
data provides a thorough test of its predictive capabilities. 
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4.2 Experiments 
A large variety of experiments was performed in 1996 to provide test data for 
different models developed in the combustion codes COM3D and ERGO. 
4.2.1 FZK "3 m-tube" 
A reetangular test tube ( 1 0 cm x 10 cm) was designed and constructed for the visual 
observation of turbulent H2-air combustion araund flow obstacles. The tube is a 
scaled-down model of the existing FZK 12m-tube. 
The tube was instrumented and tested with a 15% Hrair mixture and reetangular 
obstacles blocking 30% of the flow cross section. The tube was damaged at the end 
from high reflected pressures of the fast turbulent flame. Additional tube extensions 
without optical access were fabricated and installed, thus avoiding high reflected 
pressure Ioads on windows. 
The tube was now modified and prepared for testing of Laser Doppler Anemometers 
(LDA) to measure flow velocities and turbulence generation ahead of a fast turbulent 
flame. 
4.2.2 FZK "12 m-tube" 
ln 1996 two different types of experiments have been performed in the FZK 12 m-
tube: 
- experiments on turbulence generation and dissipation in obstructed geometry 
(inert He/air). 
- experiments on turbulent combustion in lean H2-air mixtures. 
The intention of the two test series is to decouple the turbulence and the combustion 
model development into two sequential steps: 
1) verification of turbulence models alone for the relevant flow conditions under inert 
conditions (He+air), and 
2) investigation of turbulence with chemical reaction (H2+air). 
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4.2.2.1 He-air turbulence tests 
The 12 m-tube was modified to allow inert tests in a shock tube mode, where a 3m 
lang section can be pressurised (Fig. 4.2). After bursting of the membrane a shock 
wave travels into the remaining section which is initially at low pressure (e.g. 1 bar) 
and contains circular orifices as obstacles. 
The shock wave looses velocity and pressure amplitude by partial reflection and 
turbulence generation. The measured pressure signals at different locations can 
then be compared to numerical simulations using different turbulence models. These 
data allow to verity the turbulence modelling under inert conditions, without 
interference from a combustion process. 
Four experiments were performed in the inert shock-tube mode. Fig. 4.2 shows one 
example for the measured pressure decay as the wave proceeds into the obstacle 
region. These results are compared to COM3D calculations in section 4.3. 
4.2.2.2 H2-air combustion tests 
New germanium photodiades with higher infrared sensitivity were tested and 
installed. They allow to register flame fronts in lean Hz-air mixtures with high 
resolution. 
A new sampling unit for analysis of the hydrogen concentration in test gases was 
constructed, tested and applied to the experiments. The principle is to measure the 
male change in the test gas due to H2-air mixtures with high resolution. The results 
agree weil with the Hz concentration values devived from the mass flow meter 
readings during the filling. 
15 experiments have been performed in the 12 m-tube with different obstacle 
configurations (blockage ratio 30 to 90 %), initial pressures (1-2 bars) and with lean 
hydrogen concentrations (8-11% Hz). The test parameters are summarised in Fig. 
4.3. 
Fig. 4.4 shows the data from experiment R0796-02 as an example. ln this test the 
flame accelerated to a terminal velocity of about 170 m/s. COM3D calculations are 
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Fig. 4.2: Inert shock tube experiments in FZK" 12m tube ". The measured pressure 
data contain information about turbulence generation and dissipation 
without combustion. 
Experiment BR(%) Po (bar) Hz(%) 
R0696 00 60 1 10 
R0696 01 60 2 10 
R0696 02 60 1 8 
R0696 02a 60 2 8 
R0696 03 60 1 11 
R0696 04 60 1,4 11 
R0796 01 90 1 10 
R0796 02 90 1 10 
R0796 03 90 2 10 
R0796 04 90 1 9 
R0796 05 30 1 11 
R0796 06 30 1 10 
R0796 07 30 1 9 
R0796 08 30 1 8,5 
R0796 09 30 1 8,5 
Fig. 4.3: Combustion experiments performed in 1996 in the FZK" 12m tube "with 
lean H2 - air mixtures, different obstacles and pressure. 
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Fig. 4.4: Turbulent combustion experiment in the FZK 12 m - tube with a lean H2 - air 
mixture, flow blockage 90 %, photodiode signals in upper figure, pressure 
signals in lower picture. 
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currently underway to determine the performance of the eddy-break-up model for 
lean mixtures and different flow restrictions. 
4.2.3 RUT tests with H2-air-steam mixtures 
ln 1996 eight large scale tests were performed in the Russian RUT facility to study 
the critical conditions in hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at elevated temperatures for a 
deflagration-to-detonation-transition (DDT). 
The experimental parameters were 
- temperature 80 - 1 oooc, pressure 1 bar, 
- total test volume 480m3 , 
- steam concentration 6.6, 15, and 34-45%, 
- hydrogen concentration (dry) 1 0.5, 18.5, and 29-32%, 
- ignition by a weak electric spark. 
The test serie was jointly sponsored by FZK, IPSN and NRC, and performed by 
Kurchatov Institute Moscow in the RUT facility. 
Fig. 4.5 summaries the test parameters and the observed combustion regime. Fig. 
4.6 shows the dependence of the combustion mode from the gas composition 
(hydrogen and steam concentration). The figure includes the results of the first test 
series in 1995 (denoted 1 to 7). The experiments have shown a clear Iimit between 
deflagration and detonation modes. This experimental Iimit is close to the theoretical 
prediction using cell size scaling (critical size ~ 7 x detonation cell width), which 
results in 'A about 1 m. 
Four types of combustion process were registered in the tests: 
slow deflagration (tests sth4, sth9) 
- fast turbulent deflagration (sth6, sth7) 
- DDT in the large cavity (sth1, sth2, sth3) 
- DDT in the channel (sth8). 
An example for a slow deflagration case is shown in Fig. 4.7. The flame reached a 
maximum speed of 200 m/s at the entrance to the large cavity. The evolution of the 
flame front within the cavity was computed from measured photodiode signals. 
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File Average Average Minimum Comments 
name hydrogen steam steam 
concentration concentration concentration 
(dry) 
%vol %vol %vol 
sth1 32.7 34.6 33.4 DDT 
sth2 29.0 36-38? 30.5-37.5 ? DDT 
Uncertain steam concentration 
sth3 29.2 39.5 37.7 DDT 
sth4 30 ± 1 44 41.2 Deflagration 
ignition from operating fan 
sth6 29.6 45 43.3 Deflagration 
sth7 28.8 40.6 38.1 Deflagration 
sth8 18.5 15.5 14.0 DDT in 1st channel 
sth9 10.1 6.6 4.2 deflagration 











N :r:: EB deflagration ...__.. -N -* critical I / 
/ 
/ • detonation / 
A.= 0.5 m 
10 A.== 1m 
sth9 
J..::: 2m 
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H20,% 
Fig. 4.6: Observed combustion regimes in large scale RUT experiments as 
function of mixture composition (temperature :::::: 1 oooc). Experiments 
1 to 7 refer to the test series in 1995. 
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sth9, dt=1 o ms 
Flame front shape evolution in test sth9. Numbers showtime after 
mixture ignition (s). 
60 
sth9 
0 ion probes .A. 
--·-· photodiades .... /. 
.A 
E 
40 I <1.) 200 m/s ü c: CU ....... 
(/) 
I "'0 20 J?J. 
ß.A 
0~----~----~------~----~----~----~ 
1.00 1.20 1.40 1.6 
time, s 
(X-t) diagram of explosion process in test sth9. 
Fig. 4.7: Example for a slow deflagration test in RUT facility, 10.1 % H2 dry, 6.6 % steam. 
The maximum flame speed was about 200 m/s after a travel of about 40 m. 
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The opposite extreme in combustion speed is represented by test sth8, in which a 
DDT occurred already in the first channel after about 25 m flame path (Fig. 4.8). The 
detonation propagated in a stable manner throughout the remainder of the system 
with the theoretically predicted CJ-detonation velocity (1550m/s). 
The RUT tests with steam have confirmed the 7 A.-DDT criterion on large scale for 
steam containing mixtures at elevated temperatures. They have also provided large 
scale test data on different combustion modes in Hz-air-steam mixtures which will be 
used for the verification of numerical models and programs (COM3D, GASFLOW, 
ERCO). 
4.2.4 Quenching in non-uniform H2-air mixtures 
For a realistic simulation of hydrogen combustion in severe accidents the 
phenomenon of flame quenching must be modelled. Flame quenching can occur e.g. 
if the flame burns into regions rich in steam or lean in hydrogen. Also the 
development of high turbulence Ieveis can extinguish the combustion process locally 
or even globally. Experiments were performed at the Russian Research Center 
"Kurchatov Institute" which investigated both of these quenching mechanisms. The 
data will be used for verification of quenching models in numerical codes (COM3D, 
GASFLOW). 
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4.9. lt consist of a 11.5 m long shock tube 
equipped with annular orifice obstacles to generate turbulence during the flow. The 
blockage ratios of the obstacles were BR = 0.3, 0.6, 0.75 and 0.9, where BR = 
1-(d/D)z, with tube diameterD = 174 mm. 
A hydrogen gradient in the tube was generated by inserting a certain amount of pure 
Hz into the air filled tube at one end of the tube and by diffusional transport towards 
the opposite tube end. ln a pre-test serie the hydrogen concentration profile along 
the tube was measured as function of injected H2-mass and diffusion time. Fig. 4.10 
shows an example. ln this case a nearly linear concentration gradient had developed 
after 16 minutes, ranging from 30 % down to 4 % Hz in air. By varying the amount of 
Hz injected and the diffusiontime different gradients could be generated in the tube. 
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1 r r \ 
sth8, dt=0.5 ms 
Detonation front shape evolution .in test sth8. Numbers showtime 
after mixture ignition (s). 
Dcj = 1560 m/s 
(STANJAN) 
QL---~---J----~--~----~--~--~--~ 
0.2 0.20 0.22 0.24 
time, s 
0.26 
(X-t) diagram of explosion process in test sthB. 
Fig. 4.8: Example for a DDT in a large scale H2- air- steam mixture at ab out 1 00°C, 
RUT test sth 8, 18.5% H2 dry, 15.5% steam. After DDT a stable detonation 
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Fig. 4.9: Experimenttube for investigation of quench mechanisms in non - uniform 
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Test variables in the main experiment serie were blockage ratio and average 
hydrogen concentration. The minimum hydrogen concentration at the end of the 
tube, opposite to the rich ignition location, was kept constant at about 5 % H2. The 
steepness of the H2-gradient was determined by the amount of H2 injected. Tests 
with homogeneaus H2-distribution were also performed for comparison. Photodiades 
and pressure transducers were used to resolve the flame and pressure wave 
propagation. After each test the total mass fraction of H2 burned was determined 
from the measured final pressure in the tube at ambient temperature. A total of 30 
experiments were performed. 
Fig. 4.11 shows as example a test with a hydrogen concentration gradient from 19 to 
4.5% H2 in air (test GRD54). The combustion was ignited at the rich end (R=O). The 
flame accelerated to about 500 m/s maximum speed and quenched completely near 
the 8 m position. These and other test results will be used for the verification of 
quench models. 
ln summary the experiments have shown that global quenching can easily occur 
when a turbulent flame propagates through obstructed channels. Quenching is more 
distinct in case of a concentration gradient from rich to lean when compared to the 
homogeneaus condition. ln the gradient case the flame accelerates very fast at the 
beginning of the tube, generating high turbulence Ievels ahead of the flame and 
resulting in faster quenching. Quenching is increased by the blockage ratio and by a 
decrease in H2-concentration. 
4.2.5 Flame-vortex interaction 
The interaction of an isolated vortex with a flame is a fundamental phenomena of 
reactive flow which involves all important effects like strain, curvature and 
quenching. lt provides a serious test case for all numerical combustion models. 
Experiments were therefore performed which investigate the interaction between a 
single laminar vortex and an initially laminar premixed flame. The experimental data 
will be simulated with the COM30 code. 
The experimental apparatus consists basically of a quasi two-dimensional test 
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Fig. 4.11: Tubeexperiment an turbulent combustion in a Hz gradient: 
a) hydrogen concentration gradient (19- 4.5 % Hz), 
b) photodiode signals and 
c) resulting flame speed in test GRD 54 [5]. Quenching occurred near the 
8 m position. The data will be used for validation of quench models. 
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4.12). The vortex ring was formed by transmitting a shock wave through a circular 
orifice. The vortex velocity was in the range of 80 ±1 0 m/s. The experiments were 
conducted in lean H2-air mixtures (8-15% H2) in which quenching effects can be 
expected. 
Three different arrangements of flame and vortex were investigated: 
- vortex of unburned mixture moves towards the flame (Fig. 4.12a), 
- the vortex of unburned mixture moves through flame kerne I (Fig. 4.12b ), 
- a burning vortex moves through unburned mixture (Fig. 4.12c). 
The experiments require careful synchronisation of all events: mixture ignition, 
electromagnetic release of the membrane piercer, light flash time marker, high speed 
camera starting, recorder triggering and illuminating Iaser flash. Fig. 4.13 shows an 
example from the first test series. The vortex of unburned gas compresses the flame 
front in the first frame, then enters the flame and burns out rapidly in the last two 
frames. The signals of the installed photodiedes show distinct transient reductions in 
light during this interaction, which is due to quench effects. 
The experiments can be summarised as follows: 
- For a vortex moving towards a flame front, the character of the interaction 
depends mainly on the hydrogen concentration. With concentrations of about 15% 
H2 the flame easily penetrates into the vortex and very fast combustion is 
observed. With lower H2 concentrations the flame is delayed and often quenched 
by the vortex flow. 
- When a vortex moves through a flame kernel, the outcome depends on the size of 
the kernel. Small kernels (:S 6 cm in these tests) are partially or completely 
quenched, large kernels can penetrate into the vortex and cause complete burn-
out. 
- When a burning vortex enters unburned mixture the result depends strongly on 
the Hrconcentration. Varying the HTcontent from 10 to 12.5% changed the 
interaction from complete quench of the vortex, over partial quench, to intensive 
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Fig. 4.12: Experimentalset- up for flame- vortex interaction tests: 
a.) unburned vortex moves towards flame, 
b.) unburned vortex moves through flame kernel, 
c.) burning vortex moves through unburned mixture [5]. 
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Fig. 4.13: Schlieren pictures of a vortex interacting with a turbulent flame front. The vortex 
approaches from the right, experiment st142, 15% H2 in air. Photodiodesignals 
showed transient quenching of the flame [5]. 
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The experiments will be modelled with turbulent combustion codes. An example is 
given in Section 4.3. 
4.2.6 Turbulent deflagration in H2-air-steam-fog systems 
All severe accident sequences involve partial or complete discharge of hot primary 
coolant water/steam into the initially cold containment. Steam condensation will 
create air-steam-fog mixtures, where fog can be considered as nearly mono-
dispersed microdroplets in a carrier gas (initially air and steam). Fog from 
condensation processes must be distinguished from spray, typical droplet diameters 
being 1-10 ~m and > ~ 00 ~m, respectively. Fog droplets suspended in a H2-air-
steam mixture can act as a heat sink that absorbs a large amount of the combustion 
heat by vaporisation and heating of the additionally created steam. The flame may 
be inhibited or quenched, pressure and temperature development from H2-
combustion will be reduced. For a flame speed of 2-3 m/s the drop residence time 
inside the combustion zone is about 0.5 ms. Such times are sufficient to entirely 
vaporise fog of less than about 8 ~m diameter. 
The presence of fog may therefore be an inherent mechanism to mitigate hydrogen 
combustion effects in serve accidents. 
Since up to now no systematic data on combustion in H2-air-steam-fog systems were 
available, experiments were performed at the Russian Academy of Seiences in 
Moscow which use fog particle sizes, adequate to typical accident situations. A 
shock-tube method and bomb-type experiments with new types of nozzles were 
developed. 
Fig. 4.14 gives a schematic view of the heated shock tube for studying flames in Hz-
air-steam-fog systems. The high pressure section (HPS) was heated to 41 0-420 K. 
First a controlled mass of water was inserted into the HPS and vaporised. Then a 
hydrogen-air mixture was added through a preheated inlet until the membrane failed 
(4.2 and 11 bar with two different membranes). The adiabatic expansion cooled the 
gaseaus H2.air-steam mixture and fog formation occurred. After a preset delay time 
an exploding wire ignited the mixture, which contained 16 and 20 % Hz, respectively. 
Two different outflow cross sections were used to vary the flow velocity in the tests. 

































BR = 0.93 
Test 
section 
Fig. 4.14: Scheme of heated expansion I shock tube for studying Hz-air- steam- fog 
systems. PG = pressure gauges, PD= photodiodes, PDA = extinction meter, 
A, B = membrane sections with different blockage ratios for fast and slow 
expansions. 
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The main results for the fast and slow expansion tests are summarised in Fig. 4.15 
and 4.16, respectively. The data show that the presence of fog can have a strong 
mitigation effect on the combustion dynamics in lean Hz-air-steam mixtures (16-20% 
Hz). The flame velocities, the peak pressures and the rate of pressure rise decrease 
all significantly with increasing fog concentration. 
A second test series on the combustion in foggy Hz-air-steam mixtures was 
performed in a spherical explosion bomb (Fig. 4.17). The vessel is heated to 373-
393 K. Fog was created in two ways: 
a) by cooling and condensation of superheated water vapor, 
b) by mechanical dispersal of a water jet passing through a specially designed 
nozzle. 
The main results are presented in Fig. 4.18. The solid line is a thermodynamic 
calculation for a stoichiometric saturated Hz-air-steam mixture without fog. The 
dashed lines are calculations for mixtures containing fog. The given percentage 
refers to the fraction of fog, e.g. 20 % of the total water is present in so small 
droplets that they vaporise completely in the flame, 80 % of the water is present in 
the gaseaus state. 
The solid and open points are experimental data in mixtures containing 20-30 % of 
the total water in liquid form, produced in the two different ways described above. 
The effect of liquid water increases rapidly with decreasing Hz-concentration 
because of the decreasing flame temperature in leaner mixtures. A very significant 
observation isthat quenching occurred consistently below 14% Hz. According to the 
present experiments fog has a strong effect on the flammability Iimit, which has so 
far not be considered in severe accident analysis. 
4.3 COM3D-code validation 
A substantial effort was devoted in 1996 to verify the different models of the 
COM3D-code in a step-by-step procedure. Fig. 4.19 summarises the main 
components of the code. Different sub-sets of these models were tested on 
increasingly complex problems. 
Turbulent flame 2oo . 
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Fig. 4.15: Measured turbulent flame velocities in fast expansion tests as function of steam 
concentration and fog mass fraction [6]. The presence of fog can significantly 
mitigate H2 combustion dynamics. 
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Fig. 4.16: Measured flame velocities in slow expansion experiments. The presence of 
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Fig. 4.18: Measured peak pressures in heterogeneaus H2 - air- steam -fog mixtures at 
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Fig. 4.19: Models of the COM3D code. 
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4.3.1 The torward facing step 
The supersonic flow through a 2-d duct containing a torward facing step was 
analysed. This nurnerical test problern has been investigated by rnany authors using 
various codes and nurnerical rnethods. The correct solution is weil known. The 
problern is a test for the nurnerical solution of the Euler equations and the 
therrnodynarnic data in the COM3D-code for a high velocity case. 
The results obtained with three different grids are shown in Fig. 4.20. The calculated 
stagnation pressure, angle of the low shock, shear layer, and downstrearn shock 
pattern agree weil with the known nurnerical solutions. The TVD scherne used in the 
COM3D code preserves shock fronts very weil. Even in the coarse grid only about 
three rneshes are needed to resolve a discontinuity. 
4.3.2 He-air turbulence tests 
The experirnent on turbulence generation and dissipation in inert He-air (Section 
4.2.2.1, Fig. 4.2) was sirnulated with COM3D using three different turbulence 
rnodels: 
- COM3D without turbulence rnodel 
- with K-8, 
- with RNG K-8. 
The calculation was perforrned with a 3-d cartesian grid using a space resolution of 
1 crn in each direction. A total of 390000 cells were rnodelled. Fig. 4.21 cornpares 
the rneasured pressure signals to the three COM3D calculations. 
The calculation without turbulence rnodel shows !arge deviations frorn the rneasured 
pressure data. These results are clearly inadequate. 
lncluding a K-8 rnodel irnproves the agreernent with the experirnent significantly. The 
calculation rnatches the rneasured pressures associated with the incorning wave 
very weil. The deviation in the 6.25 rn-signal is due to the rnernbrane rupture. ln the 
calculation an ideal plane surface is assurned, whereas in the experirnent the 
rnernbrane was deforrned to an alrnost hernispherical shape before rupture occurred. 
This results in a slightly curved shock wave. 
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Fig. 4.20: COM3D verification an a hydrodynamic test problem. Supersonic flow through a 
duct containing a torward facing step: N2 , M =3, p0=1 bar, T0 = 298 K. Three 
grids are shown: 20 x 60, 40 x 120, 1 00 x 300 cells. The COM3D results agree 
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Fig. 4.21: Verification of turbulence models against shock tube experiments in obstructed 
geometry. 8oth the k - 8 and the RNG k - 8 model result in good agreement with 
the measured pressure data. 
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The calculation with an RNG K-8 turbulence model resulted in pressures practically 
identical to the standard K-8 model. Very good agreement is obtained for the 
incoming wave, and slightly too high dissipation is observed for the reflected wave. 
The last two calculations are indistinguishable on the plot. 
The measured and calculated shock trajectories for this experiment are compared in 
Fig. 4.22. This plot allows to investigate velocity results. Shock tube theory for free 
flow results in 565 m/s velocity for the incoming wave. This agrees very weil with the 
experimental and numerical data in the obstacles free tube section (6-9 m). The 
annular obstacles (0-6 m) generate turbulence and slow down the wave velocity. 
The velocity of the leading shock in this very complex flow field is described weil by 
the COM3D calculations. The simulations of the inert experiment on turbulence 
generation in an abstracted geometry have shown that the standard K-8 and the 
RNG K-8 turbulence models are both fully satisfactory for describing the turbulence 
effects on the macroscopic properties (pressures and wave velocities) of the flow. 
4.3.3 Flame-vortex interaction 
The third step in code verification is inclusion of chemistry into a turbulent flow 
problem. The flame-vortex experiments were selected as a test problern ([5], Section 
4.2.5). 
Figure 4.23 shows the interaction of a flame moving from left to right, with a vortex 
approaching from the opposite direction. The density gradient of the flow field is 
depicted, simulating in a Schlieren picture. The flame appears as dark curve moving 
into the unburned gas. The vortex of unburned gas emerges from the narrow 
channel in the third frame (left column, top to bottom). Pressure waves arevisible as 
grey zones. The vortex and its associated turbulence penetrates into the flame zone 
and enhances the burning rate. 
Fig. 4.23 was obtained with a standard K-s model. The calculation with a RNG K-8 
model showed no significant differences in flame propagation and vortex-flame 
interaction. A noticeable difference was more corrugation of the flame surface with 
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Fig. 4.23: Numerical simulation of a turbulent vortex - flame interaction in a H2 - air 
mixture.Shown is the density gradient (Schlieren picture). The flamefront 
moves from left to right ( dark line ), the vortex from right to left (gray). 
COM3D calculation with standard k- s turbulence model. 
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RNG. The flame front velocity and consequently pressure wave amplitudes and 
positions were close in both calculations. 
lt is possible that significant differences could be observed in simulations of fast 
accelerating flames, producing strong pressure waves and shock waves. A possible 
conclusion from these investigations is that the turbulence model itself is less 
important than the chemistry model for predicting turbulent premixed flames. 
4.3.4 RUT combustion experiments 
The eddy-break up combustion model in the COM3D code contains a reaction rate 
constant Ct which must be determined empirically from experimental results. A 
previous series of calculations for turbulent combustion experiments in the 12 m-
tube had shown that for quite different experiments a ervalue of 7±1 gave good 
agreement with the test data, provided the mixture burned completely in the test. 
A second series of calculations was performed in 1996 simulating large scale RUT 
experiments (Fig. 4.24) in order to determine the optimum ervalues for larger, more 
reactor typical geometrical scales. Table 4.1 summarises the turbulent combustion 
tests for which COM3D calculations were performed, tagether with the optimum er 
value, necessary to produce good agreement with the test results (flame speed, 
overpressures). These tests were selected because they resulted in turbulent flame 
propagation (no DDT) and because they provided the detailed measured data. The 
experimental parameters cover a wide range of initial conditions (p0 , T0 , % H2, % 
steam), geometrical configurations (S1=opening from first channel to canyon, 
S2=vent opening of second channel, BR=blockage ratio of installed obstacles, and 
maximum flame speeds in the first channel (Vmax). 
Fig. 4.25 compares measured and calculated positions of the flame front as it accel-
erates along the obstructed first channel. lgnition was near the 1.4 m position by a 
weak spark. lt is remarkable that despite of the quite different initial conditions (%H2) 
and geometries (S1, S2, BR), the flame path can be modelled weil with a nearly con-
stant ervalue (6 or 7). The maximum flame speeds varied significantly (factor 3). The 
calculations were done with a numerical grid size of 12.5 cm (44x50x 50~ 1.100.000 
grid cells). 
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Fig. 4.24: Schematic view of RUT facility, consisting of first channel ( equipped with obstacles), 
!arge cavity, and second channel leading to exit. All dimensions are shown on same 
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Fig. 4.25: Camparisan of measured and calculated flamefront trajectories in the first 
channel of the RUT facility (0- 34m). 
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Table 4.1 Experimental conditions of simulated RUT -tests and resulting Eddy-
break-up coefficient Ct giving the best agreement with measured data. 
Test Po To H2 H20 s1 s2 BR Vmax Optimum 
(bar) (K) (%) (%) (m2) (m2) (m/s) Ct value 
13 1 280 11.0 - 2.0 0 30 210 7 
17 1 280 11.0 - 5.6 2.5 30 440 6 
19 1 280 12.5 - 5.6 2.5 0 35 9 
21 1 280 12.5 - 5.6 2.5 60 650 7 
23 1 28 11.2 - 5.6 2.5 60 340 6 
stm2 1 370 14.7_(_dryl 14.7 5.6 2.5 30 680 10 
stm7 1 370 17.5(dry) 25.7 5.6 2.5 30 680 10 
ln test 19 without obstacles the optimum ervalue differed noticeably from tests 13, 
17, 21 and 23. The most likely reason is that the calculated turbulence Ievei is too 
low for two reasons: 
- the K-8 model does not include turbulence generation at the walls 
- small obstacles in the channel (crane, instrumentation and cable piping) are not 
included in the geometrical COM3D model. 
Then the turbulent time scale Klc; in the eddy-break-up reaction rate OJ: 
- 8 . 
OJ = -Ct k m1n (y, 1 - y) (4.1) 
becomes too small and must be compensated by an increased Ct value (y = fuel 
mass fraction). ln experiments with large obstacles (BR= 30 and 60 %) the 
turbulence generation from walls and secondary small flow resistances is negligible 
compared to that from the large obstacles. 
A comparison of the measured and calculated pressure histories in the RUT facility 
(Fig. 4.26) shows good agreement for the integral combustion development and 
local pressure Ioads. All major peaks in the experiments can be identified in the 
calculation, showing that the simulation captures, the essential wave propagation 
phenomena in the complex 3-d enclosure. At later times the calculated pressures 
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Fig. 4.26: Numerical simulation of large scale RUT- experiments with hydrogen- air 
and hydrogen- air- steam mixtures. 
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For simulation of the H2-air-steam test a relatively high ervalue (=1 0) was needed to 
obtain acceptable agreement. This is very likely due to the fact that the heating 
tubes and other additional equipment, which was installed for heating the RUT 
facility to ab out 1 00°C, were neglected in the COM3D geometry model. This results 
in too low calculated turbulence generation and requires an artificially high ervalue 
for compensation, similar to test 19. 
ln summary the observed ervariation can be interpreted in terms of model 
approximations. lt appears important that the dominant turbulence generation 
processes are captured in order to obtain reliable results from an eddy-break-up 
combustion model. For instance in large empty rooms it may be necessary to include 
wall functions in the turbulence model. 
The described work allows now to calculate premixed turbulent combustion in severe 
accidents with a semi-empirical approach. Camplex 3-d geometries with up to about 
1 million mesh points can be handled on a dedicated Cray-J916 multiprocessor 
machine. 
4.4 ERCO-code validation 
Seven RUT experiments on turbulent H2-air deflagration were simulated in 2-d 
geometry using the ERGO-code [4]. The hydrogen concentration ranged from 11.0 
to 14.0% H2 in air. Different blockage ratios (30 and 60%) and flow geometries were 
investigated. 
A set of standard computational parameters were defined and the effect of 
parameter variations on the important results, like e.g. terminal flame speed in the 
first channel were investigated (Table 4.2). 
The calculations were performed on a Gray J904, the same machine type as used 
for the COM3D simulations. 
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Table 4.2 ERCO parameters used for 2-d RUT simulations 
Parameter/Model Standard value Variations 
- wall turbulence model none none 
- space resolution (l~X,L1 Y) 10 cm Sem 
- initial flame shape circular plane over 
(25 cm radiusl RUT cross section 
- initial velocities zero -
- initial turbulence (u') 0.02 m/s 0.5 m/s 
- turbulent burning law St=s,+u' St=s1+2u' 
- flame buoyancy modelled not modelled 
- geometry model only first first channel plus 
channel cavity 
The parameter Variations showed a number of important effects on the 
computational results: 
- Finer space resolution (5 cm compared to 10 cm) Ieads to I arger turbulence 
generation (u'max = 28 m/s vs. 19 m/s), faster burning rates and higher flame 
speeds (900 m/s vs. 680 m/s) at the end of the first channel. Convergence could 
not be reached with the feasible grid resolution. 
- The spherical initial flame shape produces higher flame speeds than the planar 
configuration (800 m/s vs. 550 m/s). The spherical case is more relevant to the 
experiment. 
- The faster turbulent burning law Ieads to faster flame acceleration, but the effect 
is not very pronounced (970 m/s vs. 800 m/s). Nevertheless the burning law must 
be evaluated and chosen carefully. 
- Neglecting of the (actually existing) flame buoyancy can strongly influence the 
initial slow combustion phase. The final flame velocities in the RUT tests were 
nearly equal (both about 800 m/s). 
Fig. 4.27 compares measured and calculated flame trajectories for different RUT 
experiments. Same three-dimensional results from COM3D are included. The best 
predictions with the ERCO code are observed for the experiments with 12,5% Hz, 
possibly because the burning law was adjusted to this mixture and not varied with 
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Fig. 4.27: Camparisan af measured flame trajectaries in !arge scale RUT- experiments 
with ERCO and COM3D predictians. 
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Fig. 4.28 shows the corresponding flame velocities. The flame velocities at the end 
of the first channel (34 m) tend to be above the experimental values. ERGO predicts 
generally a continuing flame acceleration up to the channel end, whereas most of 
the experiments showed a choked-flame regime. The ERGO flame velocities 
correspond closely to the sound velocity in the burned gas. The flame propagates in 
the ERGO calculation as a GJ-deflagration. 
Despite of these differences the general agreement in the flame behaviour is good, 
considering that the computational parameters were fixed for all simulations. No 
DDT was observed in the computations, probably due to insufficient grid resolution 
which smears out local hat spots in compressed gas regions. The current H2-air 
chemical kinetics can be extended to H2-air-steam systems. 
4.5 GASFLOW validation 
4.5.1 FZK-tube tests 
ln support of the premixed H2-air turbulent deflagration experiments in the FZK-tube 
for the EG project FI4S-GT95-0001, we have performed three calculations. The 
geometry and conditions for these tests are described in [7]. 
The FZK-tube geometry was modeled two-dimensionally in cyclindrical geometry 
with 360 and 1 0 computational cells in z and r coordinate directions, respectively, or 
3,600 total computational control volumes. The cell size in the z-direction was 
uniform with a size of 3.3333 cm., while in the r-direction, the first 8 cells were 1.83 
cm and the last two cells were 1.68 cm. This allowed us to exactly model the array of 
blockages with walls every 50 cm in the axial direction. The global one-step 
chemical kinetics model coupled with the k-a turbulence model was used in these 
calculations. The turbulence model was applied in its standard form without any 
adjustment of parameters. Galculations were performed for blockage ratios of 30, 60, 
and 90% for hydrogen volume fractions of 10, 12 and 15%. The following table puts 
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Fig. 4.28: Camparisan af measured flame velacities in large scale RUT- experiments 
with ERCO and COM3D predictians. The black triangles shaw uncertainties 
in the measured flame speeds ( -t 100 m/s) 
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Table:4.3: Maximum turbulent flame velocity results from GASFLOW simulation of 
different tests in the FZK combustion tube 
H2 Vol% TesUCalc Blockage Percentage 
30 60 90 
10 FZK -Tube - - -
GASFLOW 45 m/s - -
12 FZK-Tube - 524 m/s 361 m/s 
GASFLOW 300 m/s 500 m/s 200 m/s 
15 FZK-Tube 1141 m/s 611 m/s 428 m/s 
GASFLOW 1000-1300 m/s 625 m/s 370 m/s 
The GASFLOW results give a good picture of the dependence of hydrogen volume 
fraction and blockage fraction with respect to the flame velocities. ln the very fine 
mesh that was applied the global one-step chemical kinetics model coupled with the 
k-E turbulence model in GASFLOW does indeed predict the results quite weil. An 
example of the calculated flame propagation for the 60% blockage test with 15Vol% 
hydrogen is given in Fig.4.29. 
4.5.2 Experiment RUT -23 
We then used the same one-step chemical kinetics model to calculate the turbulent 
combustion in the premixed HTair deflagration experiment RUT-23 with 11.25 Vol% 
hydrogen in dry air. The Russian RUT facility is a large concrete building having a 
length of 70 m and total volume of 480 m3 [8]. 
We have modeled the RUT facility in cartesian geometry with 429 computational 
cells in the length direction, 40 cells in the height direction and 16 cells in the depth 
direction giving a total of 27 4,560 fluid volumes. More than half of these cells are 
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Fig.4.29: GASFLOW simulation of the FZK combustion tube: Experiment with 60% blockage and 15 vol % H2. Shown are 




Iead to an average control volume size araund 4 Iiters. We have performed two 
calculations using (1) the one-step chemical kinetics coupled with the algebraic 
turbulence model and (2) the one-step chemical kinetics with the k-8 model. 
The simulation with the k-8 model produces maximum flame speeds before the flame 
expands into the canyon of 80 m/s. This is significantly below the measured peak 
value of 320 m/s. With the algebraic turbulence model the flame speed increases by 
roughly 50% to 120 m/s but is still too low compared to the measured data. The 
accuracy of this prediction which was made without any adjustment of the turbulence 
parameters is not acceptable. lt is necessary to examine the spatial resolution issues 
and probably also necessary to develop better chemical kinetics models with more 
coupling to the turbulence modeling. 
5. DETONATION CRITERIA 
For the implementation of igniter systems as a hydrogen mitigation measure it is 
necessary to determine if an ignition event can Iead to a deflagration-to-detonation-
transition (DDT) or not. The direct numerical simulation on containment scale is 
currently not possible because very small time and space scales have to be 
resolved. The alternative is to derive DDT-criteria which allow a decision on the 
basis of the calculated gas distribution during the accident progression. The idea of 
a minimum scale requirement for DDT was developed at Kurchatov Institute and 
investigated during the last years in joint FZK-KI test-series on different scales, 
mixtures and geometries. The following criteria was proposed 
D ?: TA for DDT (5.1) 
where D is the characteristic "size" of the mixture and /... the average detonation cell 
width in the reacting cloud. A minimum scale is required for a successful DDT, which 
depends on the chemical sensitivity of the mixture, characterised by /.... 
Because a variety of geometrical configurations can be found in containment 
buildings, work in 1996 investigated how the characteristic size D depends on the 
shape of the confining geometry. The available Iiterature data on DDT experiments 
were sorted into few different geometry classes and analysed systematically [9]. The 
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following results were obtained, assuming that a certain mixture fills the room 
completely. 
5.1 DDT in room geometry 
A typical room geometry with the linear dimensions is shown in Fig. 5.1. The width of 
the room width perpendicular to the page plane is denoted W. The room length is L 
and the room height is H. 
Case 1: Regular compartment geometry with L:::::H:::::W, (BR < 0.5, d < 0.5H). The 
arithmetical average of the room dimensions results in good representation of the 
experimental data 
D = (L +H+W)/3 (5.2) 
A very similar and equally suitable value is obtained from the geometrical average 
D = (L•H•W) 113. 
Case 2: Flat compartment geometry, L::>H>> W (BR < 0.5, d < 0.5 H) 
ln a flat room the smallest dimension W has no noticeable influence on the maximum 
possible size of the mixture and the average of the other two dimensions is an 
appropriate measure for the characteristic size 
D = (L+H)/2 (5.3) 
5.2 DDT in channel geometry 
The geometrical designations for a typical channel geometry is given in Fig. 5.2. W 
is again the dimension in vertical direction, S is the obstacle spacing. 
Case 1: S:::::H (BR<0.5, d >0.5H) 
The following rules are proposed for estimating the maximum macroscopic size D of 
sensitised mixture if the obstacle spacing is similar to the channel diameter 
D = 2.5 S (5.4) 
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Fig.5.1: Typical room geometry with height H, length L, opening d and 
blockage ratio BR [9]. 
s 
d 
Fig.5.2: Typical channel geometry with height H, length L, opening d, 
blockage ratio BR and obstacle spacing S [9]. 
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Case 2: S << H or S >> H (BR < 0.5, d > 0.5 H) 
lf the obstacle spacing is either much smaller of much larger than the channel ( or 
tube) diameter a good measure is 
D = 2.5 H (5.5) 
Figure 5.3 summarises all investigated experiments, when D is determined 
according to the above relations. 
The mixture properties (A-) and the geometrical size (D) of each experiment is plotted 
in the form DIA- vs. D. The theoretical line very weil separates the region in which 
DDT was observed (DIA- > 7) from the deflagration regime (DIA- < 7). 
This criterion is valid for DDT in confined geometry, where the initial explosion wave 
develops from an approximately planar wave. The minimum scale requirement in this 
case seems to be D ~ 7J... 
ln unconfined geometries only a spherical initiation wave can develop. lt was shown 
that in this case the scale requirement is more severe: D ~ 3•7A- [9]. Turbulent jet 
initiation experiments without reflections in the flow path could be correlated weil 
with this relation. For containment analysis the relation D~7A- is more relevant and 
more demanding. 
5.3 Detonation cell size data. 
The above DDT criteria require knowledge of A--values as function of mixture 
composition, pressure and temperature. Cell size data for containment analysis were 
generated by fitting available measurements and by performing new theoretical 
calculations. 
5.3.1 Fitting of experimental data 
Measured cell size data were collected from the original Iiterature sources and 
compared [9]. The data generally agree within a factor of two. A special fit program 
was developed and used to describe the experimental data basis With the least 
square deviation. Different statistical weights were given to the data according to the 
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Fig.5.3: Summary of data analysis for OOT criterion. The theoreticalline separates 
very weil the region in which OOT was observed (0/A, > 7) from the deflagration 
regime (0/A, < 7). The data cover 2 orders of magnitude in the geometrical 
size of the reacting gas. The criterion may be used in severe accident 
containment analysis to predict the possibility of a deflagration - detonation 
transition. 
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and compared. The best functions gave mean deviations of a factor 1.5 which is 
within the experimental uncertainties. 
A special approximation was made for 375 K, which is needed for analysis of the 
RUT tests with steam. Figure 5.4 shows as an example predicted detonation cell 
sizes from this fit function for 1 bar. The effect of pressure is currently under 
investigation. 
5.3.2 Theoretical predictions 
The computer code DILIM was used to calculate detonation cell sizes for hydrogen-
air mixtures at elevated temperatures with nitrogen or steam dilution [1 0]. The code 
solves the one-dimensional Euler equations tagether with detailed chemistry (42 
elementary reactions). Wall Iosses of momentum and energy arealso included. The 
theoretical model was evaluated against high temperature measurements in the 
range of 0.5-3 bar, 370-650 K, 0-50% Hz, and 0-30% steam. Predicted and 
measured cell sizes agree within a factor of about two, which is equal to the 
experimental uncertainties. 
Detonation cell size calculations with nitrogen dilution were performed for the 
following conditions: 
Po= 1-2 bar, To = 300-600 K, Hz= 10-30%, Oz= 9.5-17%, N2 = 60-78%. 
The results are supplied in the form of a small computer program which allows fast 
retrieval of the A,-data for specified conditions. Hot and nitrogen enriched mixtures 
were observed in GASFLOW simulations for the EPR, when hydrogen burned out 
only partially due to oxygen limitations. As an example Fig. 5.5 shows calculated 
results at 600 K and 1 bar pressure. The hot mixtures are quite reactive, A, varies 
from 0.6 to 2.7 cm for the shown parameter range. N2 dilution does not decrease the 
chemical sensitivity significantly. 
Calculation were also performed for H2-air-steam mixtures in the range from 300 to 
600 K and 1-2 bar. lt was found that the dilution of H2-air with steam is more effective 
than N2 with respect to suppressing detonation. Fig. 5.5 shows results for the same 
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Fig.5.4: Predicted detonation cell width (cm) of hydrogen- air- steam mixtures at 375 K 
and 1 bar, based on a systematic fit of the available experimental data [9]. 
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Fig.S.S: Calculated detonation cell sizes for 600 K and 1 bar 
a) H2 - air with additional N2 
b) H2 - air with steam. 
Plotparameter is ln (A./cm). Steam is more effective in suppressing 
detonations than nitrogen. 
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than with N2. An important difference is the higher heat capacity of steam (tri-atomic 
molecule) which acts as an inert heat sink. 
The effect of the initial pressure on the calculated cell size was found to be 
negligible. 
6.1 DETONATION 
6.1 Heat release in DET3D 
ln the 3-d detonation code DET3D the chemical reaction is modelled by one single 
global reaction 
(6.1) 
where the heat release Q is taken from detailed chemistry models. The Q value is an 
input parameter for the code which contains all chemistry information. This simplified 
treatment is valid as lang as the induction length of the mixture is small compared to 
the grid size. The chemical reaction is then a subgrid phenomenon. 
The existing function Q(xH2) was extended to include the effect of steam in the 
following way: 
1. Lean H2-air-steam mixtures (xH2, dry < 0.3): 
xH2 = hydrogen mol fraction 
Q(xH2) = [zzo + 36 (0.3- xH 2 )] kJ/mol 
0.2 
With 10 water vapor concentration: 
110 
--=. = 0.272 XH2- 0.043 
Q 
With 20 water vapor concentration: 
110 






With 30% water vapor concentration: 
;}.0 
----=:. = 0.272 XH2- 0.069 
Q 
2. Rich H2-air-steam mixtures (xH2, dry> 0.3): 
0(XH2) = [220 + 23 (xH2 - 0.3)] kJ/mol 
0.4 
With 1 0 water vapor concentration: 
;}.0 
----=:. = 0.02 XH2- 0.058 
Q 
With 20 water vapor concentration: 
;}.0 
----=:. = 0.154 XH2- 0.147 
Q 
With 30% water vapor concentration: 
;}.0 







Fig. 6.1 compares calculated detonation velocities from the DET3D code with "exact" 
STANJAN results which are based on detailed chemistry. The agreement is better 
than 2 %. The improved fit for Q (XH2, XH2o) allows now detonation calculations for all 
relevant Hrair-steam mixtures. 
6.2 Missile generation by local detonations 
Fast combustion processes during severe accidents can threaten the containment or 
safety related systems by generation of fast missiles. No quantitative results on 
obtainable missile velocities are available. The investigation of the missile problern 
started in 1995 with small-scale experiments and model development [11]. The work 
was completed in 1996 with necessary drag coefficient calculations and several 2-d 
containment simulations for local detonations to derive upper Iimits for missile 
velocities. 
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6.2.1 Drag coefficient calculations 
A computer code was written in 1995 to describe the motion of a missile in a 3-d 
containment geometry when subjected to a gas flow [12]. The analysis is restricted 
to the case that the missile is much smaller than characteristic size of the gas flow, 
so that the flow pattern is not significantly influenced by the missile. The code 
requires drag coefficients as input, however most of the published data concern 
completely different conditions and cannot be used for the current applications in 
severe accidents. Drag coefficients were therefore calculated for different missile 
shapes, missile orientations, flow Mach numbers M, and specific heat ratios y. 
The drag coefficients are derived from direct numerical simulation of the stationary 
flow araund the missile by integrating the pressure over the missile surface. lnviscid 
gas and ideal equation of state were used. The grid resolution necessary to exclude 
numerical effects was found to be about 16 nodes across the flow exposed missile 
surface. Additional validation of the method was obtained by comparing calculated 
stagnation point pressures with known analytical solutions. Deviations existed only 
in the third digit. The flow properties were chosen to be characteristic for fast 
Deflagration or detonation waves in H2-air mixtures. 2-d simulations were performed 
for (infinitely) lang missiles, and full 3-d calculations for finite bodies like cube and 
sphere. 
Fig. 6.2 shows an example for the calculated pressure distribution araund an infinite 
missile. The drag coefficient cd is found by integrating the calculated stationary 
pressure distribution p(A) over the missile surface A: 
drag force = cd S% p (v- u)2 = fJ p (A) d (A) 
A 
with 
S = flow cross section of missile (m2) 
p = flow density (kg/m3) 
u = flow velocity (m/s) 
v = missile velocity(m/s). 
(6.1 0) 
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Fig.6.2: Calculated pressure distribution araund infinte square bar missile, 2-d calculation. 
Mach number of incident flow M = 1.2, ratio of heat capacities y = 1.4, pressure 
of incident flow 1.0 MPa. Pressurerange is from 0.36 MPa (black) to 2.41 MPa 
(white). The drag coefficient can be evaluated from the missile surface pressures. 
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The drag coefficients were determined via Eq. 6.10 as function of missile shape, 
orientation, Mach number and specific heat ratio y. Fig 6.3 summarises the results 
for y = 1.4. The value of y had only a weak influence on the calculated drag co-
efficients, its effect may be omitted in hydrogen-air combustion situations. 
Results from Fig. 6.3 may be used in a detailed or averaged form. The drag 
coefficients for cube and sphere bracket the values for elongated missile shapes. 
6.2.2 Wall missiles 
The first missile calculations indicated that free missiles dragged by gas flow require 
a relatively !arge scale combustion before containment threatening velocities are 
obtained [11]. Another mechanism for generating missiles consists of breaking a 
wall by a high dynamic combustion Ioad and by accelerating the fragments with the 
outflowing gas. ln this case the missile motion has a !arge effect on the gasflow and 
the drag coefficient model is not applicable. 
The code 802 was modified to treat simplified 2-d cases in which a missile of 
reetangular shape can move along one axis without rotation. The analysis is valid 
only for cases in which the velocity of the missile is much smaller than the sound 
speed of the ambient gas. ln this case the interaction of the gas flow with the missile 
surface represents a quasi-stationary boundary condition for the missile motion. The 
missile acceleration a (t) results from integration of the actual pressure over the 
missile surface: 
Force on missile - F (t) = JI p (t) d A ~ <'lp (t) wh 
with 
w = missile width (m) 
h = missile height (m) 
d = missile thickness (m) 
A 
a (t) _ F(t) = L1p(t)wh = L1p(t) 
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Fig.6.3: Summary of calculated drag coefficients for different missile shapes, 
missile orientation and flow Mach number (y =1.4). 
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Note that only the thickness of the missile in flow direction ( d) enters into the missile 
acceleration, the other missile dimensions cancel. A 2-d treatment is therefore 
sufficient. 
The described rhodel was applied to the case of a local detonation in a closed 
compartment. lt is assumed that the initial reflection of the detonation wave fractures 
a wall and that part of this wall moves under the influence of the existing pressure 
differences according to Eq. 6.12. The rest of the wall is treated as immobile. The 
fracture process itself is not modelled, the missile can move freely from the 
beginning. 
A two-compartment situation was analysed, one being filled with a detonable 
mixture, the other with air (Fig. 6.4). The central part of the wall separating the two 
compartments was regarded as missile. The mixture was ignited opposite to the 
center of the missile. The missile mass, initial position, thickness and the thickness 
of the inner wall were varied in five calculations. The values of these parameters and 
the main results are given in Fig. 6.5. A mesh size of 1 cm was used in the 
calculations. Only half of the volume was modelled because of the symmetry of the 
problem, resulting in a total of about 340.000 nodes. 
Calculated flow field parameters for missile case no 1 are summarised in Fig. 6.6. 
The detonation wave reaches the wall 5.05 ms after ignition (first frame). The other 
frames show flow field properties shortly before the missile collides with the right 
hand wall of the second compartment. The characteristics of the missile motion are 
shown in Fig. 6.7. Most of the acceleration occurs within the first meter of the 
missile's flight path because thereafter !arge lateral cross sections exist for the 
venting flow and because back pressure on the back side of the missile increases 
rapidly. 
The described scoping. calculations have clearly shown that confined rapid 
combustions can in principle aceeierate missiles to significant velocities and 
impulses. Because the terminal velocity is independent of the missile area the 
darnage potential (impulse) of a missile increases with its area. Scaling relationships 
were derived to scale the cases of Fig. 6.5 to other geometries and mixtures. 
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Fig.6.4: lnvestigated two- compartment geometry with missile in the separating wall. 
Darksquares mark locations of pressure transducers. Properties of reactive 
mixture: Po= 1 bar, T0 = 275 K, 30% H2 in air. Geometry of calculation no.1. 
Test NQ 1 NQ 2 NQ 3 NQ 4 NQ 5 
Missile mass, kg 80 200 200 200 500 
Wall thickness, rnrn 300 600 600 600 600 
Missile thickness, mm 300 600 100 100 600 
Distance, mm 3000 2700 3200 2700 2700 
Drift time, ms 11.19 18.70 21.30 19.51 32.40 
Average speed, m/s 268.09 144.36 150.21 138.38 83.33 
Final speed, m/ s 313.14 204.95 194.86 171.94 111.87 
Maximal speed, m/s 313.14 205.50 203.25 179.94 115.61 
Fig.6.5: Calculational parameters and main results of five missile simulations for the 
two- compartment geometry shown above. 
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t = 14.7 ms, temperature = 218-3100 K 
t = 14.7 ms, flow speed = 0-1208 m/s 
Fig.6.6: Calculated flow field parameters for missile case 1. Black = lowest value, 
white = highest value of given property [12]. 
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Fig.6.7: Calculated missile acceleration, velocity and drift for case 1. Most of the 
















The calculated velocities from this simplified model are not upper Iimits. They may 
be exceeded by additional effects, like e.g. 3-d wave focusing, or complete collapse 
of a wall, in which case a less effective vent flow would occur and a Ionger driving 
pressure would exist. The main conclusion from the described simulations is that 
local explosions must be avoided in severe accidents at any case. The missile 
investigations were completed in 1996, no further work is planed. The developed two 
codes, one for the free flying missile and one for the wall missile, will be 
implemented at FZK in 1997. 
7. MITIGATION WITH C02 
Dilution of the accident atmosphere with C02 is one possible mitigation measure 
against energetic hydrogen combustion in core-melt accidents. lt is weil known that 
COTadditions generally inhibit H2-air combustion processes. However, before 
implementation of such a measure can be considered, a complete understanding of 
the important combustion related consequences should be reached. Since only a 
limited and incoherent data base exists on the effects of co2 addition, a detailed and 
consistent research program was performed at the Russian Academy of Seiences 
investigating the fundamental reaction phenomena in C02 containing Hrair mixtures 
[13]. 
The following sections present the main results of this program. The combustion 
phenomena are discussed in the order of increasing reactiveness. 
7.1 Flammability Iimits 
Most of the experimental work has been carried out at an initial pressure of 1 bar. To 
obtain data for severe accident conditions the pressure influence on the flammability 
Iimit of Hrair-C02 mixtures was measured in constant-volume bomb experiments. 
The ignition was considered unsuccessful when a spark energy of 2 Joules did not 
cause a noticeable pressure increase in the bomb. 
The results are compared in Fig. 7.1 to earlier experiments at 1 bar. The data agree 
weil on the lean side, for the rich side a small 2 % difference in the C02-
concentration was obtained. lt is apparent that the pressure rise from 1 to 5 bar 
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Fig.7.1: New measured data for the influence of initial pressure on the flammability 
Iimit of H2 - air- C02 mixtures [13]. C02 quenches more effectively at higher 
pressures which could be beneficial in reactor applications 
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at about 8 % H2). C02 quenches more effectively at higher pressures. This could be 
a beneficial effect for reactor applications. 
7.2 Laminar premixed burning velocity 
After a successful ignition the flame kerne! will initially grow as a laminar flame. The 
fundamental property of interest for this phase is the burning velocity Su of the 
mixture, which is connected to the flame velocity Sb through the expansion ratio 
E = PunburneiPburned· 
(7.1) 
The flame velocity Sb was calculated from measured flame kerne! radii r(t): 
Sb= dr/dt (7.2) 
An explosion bomb of 20 cm diameter, equipped with a high-speed Schlieren system 
was used in the experiments to measure r(t). 
This method is suitable for lean and slowly burning mixtures. The burning velocities 
of more reactive H2-air-C02 mixtures were obtained from a mathematical processing 
of measured pressure-time records. This method was also preferred for tests at 
higher initial temperatures and pressures (To and Po up to 200 oc and 5 bar). 
Fig. 7.2 shows Schlieren records from a smooth, rapidly burning flame and from a 
lean, slowly burning flame kerne! with a district cellular surface. A mass/thermal 
diffusion instability causing locally different gas compositions and burning velocities 
is the reason for the cellular structure. 
The second mixture in Fig. 7.2 is very close to the flammability Iimit, + 1 % C02 or 
- 0.5% H2 will Iead to quenching. These are the first pictures from H2-air-C02 flames 
in the literature. 
A one-dimensional computational model was developed for the prediction of laminar, 
freely propagating spherical flames in H2-air-C02 mixtures. The model takes into 
account a detailed reaction scheme with 72 elementary reactions. ln specific cases a 
reduced scheme with 26 reactions was used. ln this approximation C02 is treated as 









Fig.7.2: Schlieren photographs of flame kernels in Hz-air- COz mixtures at 298 K [13]. 
a) fast burning mixture with smooth surface, 21.2% H2 , 15% C02 , 
P = 1 bar ~t = 1 ms· 0 l l 
b) lean, slowly burning mixture with cellular flame surface, 11.2% Hz, 
20% COz, Po= 3 bar, ~t = 10 ms. 
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species fractions and energy are numerically integrated to calculate the steady-state 
flame speed. The mixture is ignited with 1 0 mJ energy, corresponding to the 
experimental spark energy. The flame zone is resolved with ~ 40 nodes. 
Fig. 7.3 shows the measured and calculated effect of the C02 addition on the 
laminar burning velocities. The experimental data derived from the pressure record 
p(t) and those derived from the visual flame radius r(t) agree weil with the model 
calculations. Three different equivalence ratios (<I> = 0.21, 0.26, 0.39) are diluted 
with C02 up to the quenching Iimit. The relative influence of the C02 dilution is 
expressed in the lower part of the figure as the ratio Su!Suo, where Suo is the burning 
velocity of the undiluted mixture (% C02 = 0). The used Suo values for normalisation 
are also given. ln a relative sense, C02 additions are more effective in lean H2-air 
mixtures, than in near stoichiometric mixtures. To reduce e.g. the burning velocity by 
a factor of two, 5% co2 are needed for <I>= 0.21' but 20% for <I>= 1. 
The effect of the initial pressure was also investigated. The dependence is only 
weak, generally reducing Su by a factor of 2 in going from 1 to 5 bar initial pressure. 
Detailed calculations are presented in [13]. 
The burning velocity increases strongly with increasing initial temperature. The 
numerical calculations gave the following temperature dependence 
Su(T)=Suo(T!Tot (7.3) 
where a ~ 3 
Suo = burning velocity at 298 K. 
ln the region of 300-500 K Eq. 7.3 results in about a factor of 2 increase in Su for 
1 00 K temperature increase. The temperature effect is important for the ex-vessel 
hydrogen generation when hot co2 is generated by core-concrete interaction. 
The newly generated data base and the theoretical model now allow to determine 
the laminar burning velocity of H2-air-C02 mixtures for practically all accident 
relevant temperatures and pressures. Su is a fundamental mixture property which is 
also needed for turbulent burning models. 
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Fig.7.3: Measured and calculated influence of C02 dilution on the laminar burning velocity 
su in H2- air- co2 mixtures (Po= 1 bar, To=298 K, su = burning Velocity 
0 
without C02, <I>= fuel equivalence ratio). C02 dilution is more effective in 
lean mixtures than in near- stoichiometric mixtures. 
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7.3 Turbulent premixed burning velocity 
Turbulence in the flow field can increase the combustion rate on the molecular Ievei 
by turbulent diffusion and on the macroscopic Ievei by flame folding. Turbulent 
deflagration is the most important combustion regime because fast turbulent flames 
can develop spontaneously if the gas composition and geometrical configuration are 
appropriate. The main goal of C02-mitigation is to suppress high flame speeds in 
this regime. 
Experiments were carried out on the turbulent combustion of H2-air-C02 mixtures in 
a spherical explosion bomb, which was equipped with fans to produce known Ieveis 
of isotropic turbulence. The turbulence intensity u' ranged up to 8 m/s. The 
inhomogenity of the turbulence intensity was less than 20 %. Experiments were 
performed for 3 equivalence ratios (0.21' 0.26, 0.39), co2 concentrations up to 36 
%, and pressures up to 5 bar. The results for <P = 0.39 are summarised in Fig. 7.4. 
The data were measured at room temperature. 
The turbulent burning velocity of a given mixture is significantly larger than the 
laminar velocity due to the increased mass transport rate and flame surface (e.g. a 
factor of 6 in pure H2-air for u'=Bm/s). After reaching a maximum value the turbulent 
burning velocity Sr decreases in COrcontaining mixtures with further increasing 
turbulence. 
The extinction Iimits (%C02) were close to those observed in the laminar burning 
tests. Variation of the initial pressure from 1 to 5 bar did not affect Sr within the 
measurement scatter. The Schlieren photographs show a very fuzzy, irregular flame 
shape. The surface is no Ionger closed and smooth, but rather consists of many 
apparently individual flamelets. 
7.4 Self-ignition delay times 
Fast turbulent flames produce precursor shocks which can cause the formation of 
hot spots in confined geometries. Self-ignition can then occur in these hot spots and 
Iead to deflagration or even detonation, if certain conditions are met. The self-
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Fig.7.4: Measured turbulent burning velocities in H2 - air- C02 mixtures at 298 K [13]. 
Open points Po = 1 bar, solid points Po = 5 bar. Pressure has a negligeable 
effect on the turbulent burning velocity. Extinction was observed at nearly the 
same co2- concentrations as in the laminar tests. 
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mixture to judge its potential for transition into detonation. The influence of COz on 
this property was therefore investigated experimentally and theoretically. 
A computer code IDD was written to calculate the self-ignition delay times for Hz-air-
COz mixtures in a wide range of parameters (Po= 1-15 bar, To = 800-1200 K, 10-20% 
Hz, 5-20% COz). The code integrates the rate equations of a detailed chemical 
reaction model (72 elementary reactions). 'ti is defined as the time after which the 
maximum heat release is reached: 
"· = t I ( _!__!__ ) 
I 0 t max 
(7.4) 
Fig. 7.5 shows calculated induction times for a 15% Hz-mixture with 5 and 20 % COz, 
respectively. The inhibiting effect of COz becomes noteworthy above 900 K in the 
shown n-zone. Compared to pure Hz-air mixtures, the addition of 20% COz 
increases -r by roughly a factor of 2, which is not very significant. 
Two modes of self-ignition can be distinguished in Hz-air mixtures 
- mild or spotty self-ignition, characterised by a slow pressure rise and formation of 
numerous, distributed ignition centers, and 
- strong ignition with a sharp, detonation-like pressure rise. 
The ignition process depends on the pressure and temperature. The first ignition 
mode is connected to the slow thermal explosion mode of radical production, and the 
second one to the fast chain branching regime in the detailed kinetics of the Hz-Oz-
reaction. 
Experiments were made in a shock tube to investigate the influence of COz on the 
mild and strong ignition regimes. The pressure and temperature development behind 
a reflected shock wave was measured with pressure transducers and photodiodes. 
The initial pressure and temperature in the reflected shock was evaluated from 
shock tube theory (700-1350 K, 8-44 bar). 
The results of the experiments with 15% Hz-mixtures are summarised in Fig. 7.6. 
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Fig.7.5: Calculated induction times 1; for 15% H2 - air- C02 mixtures using a detailed 
chemistry model. The addition of 20% C02 increases 1; by roughly a factor 
of 2 compared to a pure 15% H2 - air mixture. 
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Fig.7.6: lnfluence of C02 on the self- ignition in H2 - air- C02 mixtures. Points= experiments, 
line = theory, 20 % co2 are needed for a significant delay in self- ignition. 
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of self-ignition without COz. lt agrees weil with the measurements for 15% Hz-air 
(squares) which gave a transition temperature of 1100 ±50 K for Po> 10 bar. 
The transition boundary is not influenced by 5 % or 1 0 % COz, only 20 % COz 
produce a significant shift to higher temperatures. 
7.5 Detonability Iimits 
ln case of a strong ignition, which can e.g. result from focusing of a pressure wave in 
a confing structure, a detonation may proceed into the unburned gas away from the 
ignition location. The stable propagation of such detonation wave requires certain 
geometrical sizes. ln a tube geometry e.g., the wave will fail if the tube diameter is 
below a certain limiting value (dim), because the Iosses are too high and no stable 
transverse shock wave system can be established. The limiting tube diameter dim 
can therefore be used to quantify the detonability of gas mixtures. The value of dnm 
represents roughly the minimum characteristic size necessary for detonation 
propagation in an extended channel or tube like geometry. 
The numerical model described in [1 0] was used to calculate limiting tube diameters 
for Hz-air-COz systems. The predictions of this model agree very weil with earlier 
detonation experiments in Hz-air and with the limited data in Hz-air-COz mixtures 
[13]. Pressures of 1, 3, and 5 bar, initial temperatures of 298, 400 and 500 k, 
different equivalence ratios and COz concentrations were investigated in a large 
member of calculations. 
Fig. 7.7 presents the results for moderately elevated temperatures and pressures, 
which are representative for global containment conditions in a severe accident, far 
away e.g. from Hz or COz sources (core-concrete interaction). For the interpretation 
of these results it is helpful to use the relation 
(7.5) 
which is based on the fact that the detonation cell size of the limiting single head 
spin detonation in a tube is equal to the tube circumference. Fig.7.7 shows that the 
COz concentration necessary to suppress a stable detonation propagation, 
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Fig.7.7: Calculated detonability diagram for H2 - air- C02 mixtures at 400 K initial 
temperature and 3 bar initial pressure, representing global containment 
conditions in severe accidents. Significant C02 concentrations are needed 
on large scale to suppress detonations (> 30 %). 
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The shown range in dlim covers the situations of interest for more accidents because 
dlim=1 m corresponds to a detonation cell size of about 3.1 m. According to the DDT 
criterion described in Section 5, a volume of v~(?J../~(7•3,1 m)3 ~10.000 m3 would 
be necessary for starting a detonation in such an insensitive mixture. 
The calculations showed that rising temperature widens the detonability range for a 
given dlim significantly. 
7.6 Conclusions on C02 effects 
The effects of co2 on the SUppression of deflagration and detonation in HTair-C02 
mixtures can be summarised with the help of Fig. 7.8. The value of dlim=1 m is a 
realistic Iimit for containment situations. 
The lower flammability Iimit with C02 is the same as with steam. This is due to the 
preferential hydrogen distribution in the lean regime which drives the flame 
propagation alive. The H-diffusion is very similar in a steam or C02 containing 
atmosphere. 
T o suppress detonations and fast deflagrations between 30 and 50 % C02 are 
necessary (0 = 1 ). Smaller amounts of C02 dampen all explosion phenomena 
because the high heat Capacity of co2 lowers the final combustion temperature. The 
induction times with co2 become langer. co2 certainly helps, but as long as burning 
is possible the same governing phenomena exist as without C02. 
The COTconcentrations necessary to quench laminar and turbulent flames are close 
to the required steam concentrations. C02 is not more effective than steam, both 
being triatomic molecules. 
A significant disadvantage of introducing C02 into an accident atmosphere is the 
pressure increase in the containment. ln case of a combustion a higher pressurewill 
exist in the Containment than Without C02 addition. 
The main conclusion from the view point of combustion processes is that C02 only 
brings a significant mitigation effect if flames can be safely quenched. lf one takes 
advantage of the presence of steam this will require more than 50% in steam + C02 
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available relatively short time span (~30 min). The effectiveness of a C02-injection 
system to reach inertization in a nuclear containment can only be reliably 
demonstrated with a careful 3-d analysis. 
8. EPR APPLICATIONS 
The described models and criteria were applied to the EPR to investigate the 
effectiveness of spark igniters in "dry scenarios", where the in-vessel produced 
gases (H2, steam) are released to the containmentvia the IRWST [14]. 
8.1 The GASFLOW model 
The EPR geometry was modelled with a 3-d cylindrical mesh consisting of about 
12000 computational cells. 180 degree symmetry was assumed. Fig. 8.1 shows one 
horizontal and six vertical cuts through the geometry model. All major components of 
the primary system are included. 
The containment was subdivided into six control volumina (rooms 1-6 in Fig. 8.1 ). ln 
each volume the characteristic size of the H2-air-steam cloud and its average 
composition was evaluated during the H2-release (Fig. 8.2). At any given time the 
characteristic size D, the average H2, and steam concentrations xHz and xHzo are 
calculated to 
(8.1) 
where .6. Vi = GASFLOW cell with burnable mixture, e.g. 4-75% H2 in dry mixture. 
where 
-
x H2 = ~ xH2,i • .6. vi 1 ~ .6. vi (8.2) 
-
x H2o = ~ XH2o,i • .6. vi 1 ~ .6. vi (8.3) 
xH2, i = local H2-concentration in cell i, which is part of the reactive cloud 
volume 
XHzo, i = corresponding steam concentration in cell i. 
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Fig. 8.2: Evaluation of characteristic properties of H2 - air- steam cloud during 
the H2 - release process. Computed cloud size and average composition 
are used to evaluate the DDT potential according to the 7'A - criterion. 
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The detonation cell size of the average cloud mixture is then evaluated from the 
known relation 
"A = f (XH2, XH20, p, T) (8.4) 
The DDT potential is calculated according to the 7"A criterion described in section 5: 
R = _Q_ {> 1 DDT possible } 
7...1, < 1 DDT not possible 
(8.5) 
The DDT index R is evaluated in each room n of the containment (n=1 ... 6) as 
function of time. 
8.2 Analysis without mitigation 
A quite conservative dry release scenario was investigated to fully explore the Iimits 
of the deliberate ignition concept for dry hydrogen sources. Release rates of up to 2 
kg H2/s were used (Fig. 8.3). The first release phase up to 2000 s is the result of a 
MAAP calculation for the EPR in-vessel H2-production. The same release history 
was added between 2000 and 4000 s to roughly represent an ex-vessel phase. The 
total released H2-mass is about 1200 kg. 
First a transport analysis without deliberate ignition was performed to understand the 
time and space dependent evolution of burnable H2-mixtures. Fig. 8.4 shows the 
computed DDT indexRas defined in Equ. 8.5. 
During the first release phase up to 2000 s, detonable mixtures only develop in the 
compartments close to the H2-source location, namely in the IRWST and pump room 
1 . The secend release of 600 kg H2 drives all compartments into the detonable 
regime. A global detonation could not be excluded after 3000 seconds. 
lt is important to note that the time needed to change from the deflagration regime 
(R < 1) to the potential detonation regime (R > 1) can be relatively short. The I arge 
dome volume makes the transition in about 1 00 s in this test calculation. This 
demonstrates the need for a fast reacting H2-control system, recombines alone may 
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Fig. 8.4: Computed detonationpotential for six rooms of the EPR containment, 
according to the 7/..- criterion (detonation possible for R > 1 ). 
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The described GASFLOW models allowed for the first time a mechanistic 3d 
prediction and a quantitative measure for the possibility of local detonations in a H2 
release scenario. 
8.3 Analysis with spark igniters 
The described release sequence was analysed with spark igniters at different 
positions in the IRWST and with different spark frequencies (1 and 10 Hz). The 
computations showed that it is possible to control severe dry release seenarios with 
appropriately positioned spark igniters (Fig. 8.5). The first large scale burn-out of the 
release compartment (the IRWST) could be triggered early enough before DDT 
possibilities had developed. Very effective Hrremoval was predicted for the whole 
release duration without damaging pressure Ioads. 
Fig. 8.5 shows the lower EPR geometry with two spark igniters located about 3 m 
above the two hydrogen sources. The dark surface below the two igniters represents 
the calculated 200 K isosurface of the burning H2-flame at 922 s. During high 
hydrogen release rates the flame in the IRWST becomes oxygen limited. Unburned 
H2 leaves the IRWST and ignites above the left hand opening to the containment. 
The current model verification in GASFLOW covers the sequence of events up to 
the first burn-out where either the detonation regime (R>1) or the deflagration regime 
(R < 1) is entered. For slow deflagrations (R<<1) the current global reaction model of 
GASFLOW appears adequate. For the intermediate regime of fast deflagrations it is 
intended to derive a flame acceleration criterion which will allow to introduce a 
branching point in the GASFLOW analysis concerning the transition from slow to 
fast turbulent deflagration. 
9. INCA PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
The development of a next generation program for fr!tegral Containment Analysis 
was started at FZK (INCA code). 
The main objective of the work is development, testing and application of 3-d 
adaptive grid techniques to full scale containment analysis. Such a method would 
Fig. 8.5: Lower EPR 3-d containment geometry with spark igniter positions leading to early H2 - ignition without pressure development 





allow much improved space and time resolution in local areas of the computational 
domain, automatically adjusted to the evolution of the flow field or the flame motion. 
The IN CA-code structure is depicted in Fig. 9.1. The important characteristics of the 
new program are 
- adaptive grid for local resolution of the computational domain (equidistant 
cartesian, 3-d), 
- modular structure with clearly defined interfaces between the main modules for 
distribution, deflagration, and detonation, 
- graphical user interface for input of geometry and initial conditions, 
- vectorization and parallelization capabilities, 
automatic switching between distribution and different combustion regimes, 
reversible scheme. 
Currently COM30 and DET30 exist as stand-alone codes. The program V30 is 
under development. The hydrodynamics and turbulence part has been completed 
and will be validated against theoretical and experi~ental results (Riemann problem, 
FZK turbulence tests). 
For the generation of a 3-d adaptive Eulerian grid a C++ library of Lawrence 
Livermore National Labaratory (LLNL) is used. The library tagether with a LLNL test 
problern was successfully implemented at FZK. The next step will be replacement of 
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